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Introduction
According to conventional wisdom juvenile Passerines in their first autumn make use of compass
orientation only (e.g. Wiltschko & Wiltschko 2003). Therefore, compass-conflict experiments make
sense and must be considered a highly relevant and respectable science in order to find out which
compass is the one dominating and/or calibrating the other compasses.
For a bird initiating a migratory step during the sunset period the following compasses are
potentially available as references for the standard orientation: the sun-, sunset-, and magnetic
compasses. Furthermore, in the very end of the sunset period also the stellar compass. During night
when the last trace of sunset has disappeared only the magnetic- and stellar compasses are
potentially available.
The sunset/early night period is traditionally considered most important and paramount for a
process of calibration between the compasses (e.g. Rabøl 2010). However, in the optic of mine this
focus on a) compasses only and b) the sunset/early night period distorts our perception, modelling
and constructive objective understanding of what is really going on when birds migrate in the
natural world. The problem is that if we start modelling too restricted and biased then we never
attain a balanced insight.

Material and methods
The general procedure was to trap up to 30 migrant passerine birds during the morning hours. The
birds should – preferably – be newly arrived to the island, and in particular belonging to the species
Pied Flycatcher Ficedula hypoleuca, Garden Warbler Sylvia borin or Redstart Phoenicurus
phoenicurus (all long-distance migrants) during early part of the season, and later on Robin
Erithacus rubecula or Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla (medium-distance migrants). We only used
juveniles of the year. We always preferred to use one single species per night, but it was not
always possible, so sometimes we had to mix species, which should be no great problem as the
standard directions are the same or fairly close (between S and SW, however, with some of the
Blackcaps as possible exceptions, SSE or SE).

After the trapping the birds were caged two by two in plastic baskets. The baskets were placed
outdoors in the garden of the Miller´s House (a sheltered garden in the middle of the island) in the
undisturbed magnetic field, and covered on top with tree plates to protect for sun-light (and the
possibility of sun navigation) and raptors. The baskets – normally about 12 to 16 – were placed
close to the wall in the SE-corner of the garden with high shielding walls towards the S and E.
Through the sides of the lattice-structured baskets there was limited sight out in the garden and to
the lower part of the sky towards N or W. The baskets were covered on top with plywood plates
heavily diminishing the possible coupling between the sun/sunset and the magnetic compasses
The experiments were carried out on the eastern about N/S/running section of the Queens`s Bastion
in the SSE-corner of the island - about 370 m and in the direction of 145º (SE-SSE) as seen from
the lighthouse.
Six tables made by tree (height 90 cm, 60 times 240 cm) were set up in strict horizontal level.
Two tables were arranged with the long axis pointing SE/NW, and with magnetic N of the coil
field directed towards SW, and resulting magnetic N pointing geographical W (same intensity and
inclination of the resultant field as in the natural magnetic field, for a description see Rabøl 2010).
On each table two cages (baskets) or funnels were placed in the middle of each of two coil fields
with paper-N directed towards SW. Paper-N is the reference-marking of the funnel which in the
case of paper-N = geographical SW could be converted to geographical N by subtracting 135º, or
to magnetic N by subtracting 45º. Each coil was build into a tree-frame forming a quadrate 80 times
80 cm. The two coils/quadrates of each field were separated by 45 cm, and the distance between the
two coil fields on the same table was 60 cm edge to edge and 140 cm between the two centers.
Within the coil field there was no interference from the other coil field on the table.
Two other tables with two coil fields each were oriented SW/NE and here resulting magnetic N
pointed towards geographical E, and paper-N towards geographical SE. Paper-N could be
transformed to geographical N by adding 135º, or to magnetic N by adding 45º.
The two last - so called control-tables - were arranged with their long axis towards E/W, and here
the N-mark of the funnels pointed towards geographical = magnetic N.
When placed on the tables the height above the ground of the upper edge of cages or funnels were
about 140 – 150 cm, and both funnels and cages were levelled in a strict horizontal position ( Rabøl
2010).
The standard procedure for the night experiments was to transfer 8 birds, named the controls (two
by two) from the baskets in the garden into the baskets on the control-tables 1 to 3 hours before
sunset. Here, for the first hour or two the top of each basket was often covered by a tree-plate (for
the sake of raptor-protection), but this was removed at least a half hour before sunset to expose the
birds in the baskets for the entire sunset sky. Another 16 birds, the experimentals (from now on
designated the exp.s) were placed two by two in the cages within the eight coil fields on the four
other tables. The exp.s were treated in the same way as described above for the controls. Well after
when all traces of the sunset was disappeared (between one and a half and two hours after sunset)
the birds were transferred from the baskets to the funnels. This transference took place within an
about half hour period without using light. Once placed in the funnels the birds could not see the
person moving around in the dark and beneath view from the funnels. The birds now displayed their
nocturnal migratory activity during the next about one and half hour in the funnels.
The birds were caged on the Queens Bastion two by two in conical plastic baskets (diameter 30 cm
in the bottom, 40 cm in the top and a height of 40 cm). The top was covered with a cloth net and
two wooden sticks were set across horizontally through the basket, one close to the ceiling in order

to offer the bird a good view of the sky through the cloth net. The birds in the baskets had an
unrestricted view through the lattice structure of the plastic basket of the surrounding landscape
fairly much down to about 0º. Towards NW-NNW the lower 11º of the sky was screened away,
towards WSW 7º, towards W 5º, towards N-NNE 6º, towards E 4º and towards S 2º. Direct light
from the lighthouse was screened away by the rocky slope of the Millhill whereas the passing lightbeam every 5 seconds lighted up the night-sky in the direction of the lighthouse – but only very
faintly so on most nights when the sky was clear and the humidity was low. We never had any
(strong) suspicions/indications of a positive phototaxis towards the passing beam from the
lighthouse.
The birds were tested singly in plastic funnels with a side slope of 45 and measuring 30 cm in
upper diameter. The funnels were placed in the central part of the coil system. From the inside of
the funnel the lower about 10º of the sky supposedly was screened away for the fluttering bird. On
top the funnel was covered with at cloth net (same as in the baskets) leaving a clear view of the
celestial sky.
The orientation and amount of activity of the individual birds were estimated as previously
described by e.g. Rabøl (1979, 1993). On the inner slope of the funnel was painted a thin layer of
chalk, where the hopping and fluttering bird left its feet marks. It is now longer possible to buy and
use typewriter correction paper, but the modified method works almost as well (the problem is to
add a homogeneous and not too thick layer of chalk. Therefore it is more difficult and sometimes
impossible to estimate the mean direction in a highly scattered activity pattern. However, in the
great majority of cases the new chalk method works just as well as the old paper method). The
pattern of scratches was carefully inspected from above to locate the maxima and minima of
activity.
The mean direction was estimated to the nearest 5. In case of a clear bimodal pattern both peaks
were estimated, and the major peak  if there was one  was indicated by an underlining in the
tables, and denoted by a large cross on the figures. Sometimes the two peaks in a bimodal
distribution were about the same size and then none was underlined in the tables and denoted as two
medium sized crosses on the figures.
The concentration of scratches around the mean direction was estimated as high (3), medium (2),
low (1), or disoriented (dis). In the figures a black, dotted and white circle mean high, medium and
low concentration, respectively. As in Rabøl (2010) we abandoned for autumn 2008 the detailed
signs for the mean directions (or peaks of bimodal activities) and concentrations for the individual
birds. Instead a dotted dot signals the mean/peak direction of a single control bird, and black and
white dots the directions of the W- and E-deflected exp.s, respectively. This system made it easy
to capture differences – and thus indications of compass calibrations - between the patterns of Wand E-exp.s.
The number of scratches was not counted (this is normally impossible because of too much
scraping in some areas) but the amount of activity was estimated as zero (  ), very small (VS),
small (S), medium (M), large (L), and very large (VL). For an activity lower than S the mean
direction is depicted as a small white circle in the figures.
The significance of the sample mean vector was found by application of the Rayleigh test. We also
used 1) the confidence interval test and the 2) WatsonWilliams test for testing the difference
between two dependent and independent samples, respectively (Batschelet 1981). Furthermore, 3)
the parametric test for the concentration parameter (Batschelet 1981).

Birds spending the sunset/early night in the natural magnetic field were termed the controls. Birds
spending the sunset/early night within the deflected magnetic fields were termed the exp.s. We used
two major set-ups: 1) So called standard-experiments, night where controls were tested in the
natural magnetic field, and exp.s in deflected magnetic fields. 2) So called cross-experiments,
night where the controls were tested during night in the deflected magnetic fields, and the exp.s in
the natural magnetic field.
In 1) the exp.s in the standard experiments were always placed within the same coil field during
the cage- and funnel-stage. The purpose with 1) was to find out which compass dominated the
actual night orientation, i.e. either no preceding calibration was carried out in the sunset/early night
phase, see 2), or such a calibration was overrated by the interactions during night. The purpose of 2)
was to find out whether the stellar compass was calibrated by the magnetic compass during
sunset/early night and whether this calibration was held up during the night to come. Or whether the
magnetic compass was calibrated by the sunset compass during sunset/early night and whether this
calibration was held up during the night to come (for principles outlined in Fig.1).
When the birds were tested within the deflected magnetic fields the distance between the two
funnels on the same table was about 1 meter.
When tested on the control-tables in 2006 in the natural/normal magnetic field the funnels were
placed two by two on small tree-frames and the distance between the nearest sides of the funnels in
a pair was only about 5 cm. The pair-wise funnels were oriented on a N/S-axis and odd and even
numbers were to the N and S, respectively. The nearest E/W-distance between two odd (or even)
numbers was 40 - 50 cm. The birds on the control-tables were placed in the funnels from
geographical N (odd numbers), or geographical S (even numbers), or from paper-S in the case of
testing within the deflected fields. Unfortunately, the birds in the N- and S-funnels within pairs
influenced the orientation of each other (next chapter). In order to avoid directional influence from
one control funnel to the nearest neighbour we abandoned the use of eight funnels per board after
2006, and in 2007 and 2008 only four funnels were used per board. The nearest distance from one
funnel to a neighbour was now about 50 cm (edge to edge), or about 80 cm (centre of one funnel to
centre of neighbour funnel). Then, no directional influence was found between the funnels.
On four occasions of cross experiments during night 2006 eight small plastic cans each containing
a single bird were used instead of four of the baskets. The cans were placed two by two close to
each other and thus a little eccentric within four coil-fields – but still within the most homogeneous
middle part of the magnetic field. During sunset 2008 on a single occasion single cans each
containing two birds were placed in the middle of each of four coil fields.
The height of the can was 25.5 cm, and the upper and lower diameter 25 and 22 cm, respectively.
About 10 cm above the bottom two tree-sticks were set across in the can, and as seen by a bird
moving on the sticks between 20º and 40º of the lower sky was screened away. For a bird fluttering
up in the can probably only the lower 10º the sky was screened away (i.e. as in the funnels). The
opening of the can was covered with cloth-mesh – as in case of the funnels.
The expectation following the Muheims was that the equilibrium of calibration should shift from
the sunset compass being the calibrating one (baskets, view down to the horizon) to the magnetic
compass being the calibrating one (cans, lower part of the sky screened away).
On five nights (16 Sep., 18 trough 22 Sep. 2007) and again on two sunsets (21 and 22 Sep. 2008)
collars of a non-magnetic metal (Fig.3) were placed on tops of the funnels (Fig.2). The diameter of
the collars was a little more than the funnel diameter (30 cm), and the height 8 cm cutting about 30º
of the lower sky as seen by a bird high up in the middle of the funnel. If the bird´s eyes are situated

close to the outer edge and high up in the funnel only the lower about 20º of the (opposite) sky is
screened away.
The meaning of the collars was to test the predictions of the Muheims that screening away the
lower part of the sky increased the influence of the magnetic compass.
In 2006 on seven days in the sunset/early night testings we used both normal 30 cm plastic funnels
(4, slope 47º and an upper collar on 3 cm) and funnels with windows (4). Concerning the latter; the
upper 5 cm cylindrical part of the funnel (slope 43º) we cut 8 rectangular windows (covered with
cloth/mesh) 6 times 3 cm (5.25 cm between the windows). A bird standing on the pad in the lower
part of the funnel probably had a down to horizon view through the windows – or at least have if
stretching its neck a little or fluttering up in the funnel. This set-up was only used in case of the
exp.s.
The meaning of the windows was during testing the birds had an unrestricted view down to the
horizon and perhaps this – following the Muheims – had a positive effect on the sunset compass in
comparison with the magnetic compass both concerning dominance and calibration.
Following the 2006-experiments it turned up that in particular during sunset/early night the treeframes of the magnetic coil fields influenced the orientation in such a way that the long axis of the
frame acted as a kind of “leading line”. There was no or only slight such influence in the nightexperiments on Christiansø (see later), and in night-experiments on Endelave 2001/2002 (Rabøl
2010) there was no such influence. As shown on Fig.3 a corrective tree-frame was added to the
tree-frame of the coil field changing the bilateral symmetry as seen from the sight of the bird in the
funnel to radial symmetry, and as reported below the spurious directional influence of the framesystem was outfoxed by applying the corrective frame. On this tree-frame was mounted 37 cm long
“legs” hanging down in each of the four corners – in order to outfox the four “legs” of the coil
frame. The dimensions of the frames are 45 cm times 80 cm. The example shown is one of the coil
fields where magnetic N of the resultant field was pointing W. However, after some
experimentation on an appropriate set-up corrective tree-frames were first added during the last two
sunset/early-night experiments on 21 and 22 Sep. 2007 and then onwards during 2008.
In 2006 and 2007 all night tests were carried out under the single condition –“overcast” and with
previous cage exposure on the test-site the Queen´s Bastion under the sunset/early night sky.
The sunset tests in 2006 and 2007 were also carried out under the condition of –“overcast” but
contrary to the night-tests all birds were transferred directly from the cages in the garden of the
Miller´s House, i.e. there was no previous exposure in the cages on the Queen´s Bastion.
In the autumn of 2008 we used in both the nights and sunset tests one of the four combinations of
1) previous/no previous exposure and 2) +/- “overcast”.
- “overcast” means that the birds were tested in funnels only covered with the cloth net.
+ “overcast” means that the funnel is also covered on top with an opaque plastic sheet. This
sheet is translucent but not transparent, i.e. objects such as the stars and the tree-frame containing
the magnetic coil field cannot be seen through the plastic sheet. It is also supposed – but not
actually measured – that patterns of polarized light on the sky cannot be detected by the bird from
its position inside the funnel. However, a blurred image of the sun is visible through the plastic
sheet, and very probably the lighter part of a clear sunset sky is also detectable, i.e. the light
intensity of the funnel ceiling on clear days/evenings is probably unevenly distributed as seen from
the inside of the funnel.
The open question is whether the direction towards the lighter sunset sky alone (i.e. if or when
patterns of polarized light on the sky are not detectable) may be used as a compass reference for the

sunset/early night orientation. The general point of view probably is that such a sunset compass is
not used but only serves for setting the sign of N for the bimodal polarized light pattern of the
sunset sky.
Influenced by Sandberg et al. (2000), Rabøl (2010) focused on the so called standard- and cross
testing procedures during autumns 2001 and 2002. This procedure was also followed with
modifications during the three autumns 2006, 2007 and 2008 on Christiansø.
In a standard experiment the control birds are caged outdoors during late afternoon and
sunset/early night in the natural magnetic field with access to view the celestial sky. Through the
top and sides of the cage the birds have a free sight to all or most sides down to or almost down to
the horizon. Later on during night or sunset the birds are transferred to and tested in funnels under
the same conditions. The experimental birds (the exp.s) are caged and later on tested in a deflected
magnetic field where magnetic N (mN) in half the birds are directed into geographical W (gW) or –
the other half - into geographical E (gE), respectively.
In a cross experiment the controls are caged during late afternoon and sunset/early night as
described above but later on tested in a deflected magnetic field (half mN = gW, and half mN = gE).
The exp.s are caged as described above but later on tested in the natural magnetic field.
In essence the procedure of Sandberg et al. (2000) started as a standard experiment, where the birds
were tested during sunset in their orientation-cages (not funnels) but later on during night all birds
were released in the natural magnetic field and under the starry sky with a light-stick under their tail
for the sake of following the departure directions. Cochran et al. (2004) used much the same
procedure as Sandberg et al. However, the orientation was not registered in the cage-phase during
sunset/early night, and the departure directions of the birds released during night were followed by
radio-tracking.

Results
Night-experiments
2006
A total of 128 standard-experiments (8 nights), and 144 cross-experiments (6 nights) were carried
out (Tab.1).

Standard-experiments
Unfortunately, the funnel set-up in the natural magnetic field did not work well as the distance
between the two neighbouring funnels – coupled up on an N/S-axis – was too short obviously
leading to “escape” reactions (because of noise?) between the birds in the pairs. As told the main

purpose of the standard experiments was to find which compass was the dominant one, and
fortunately it was still possible to use the bimodal outcome of the sample orientation of the controls
for that purpose.
Fig.4 shows what may be called the grand sample distributions of the nightly orientations for the
four categories: a) controls in the natural magnetic field, b) exp.s in the natural magnetic fi
eld, c) controls in the deflected magnetic fields, and d) exp.s in the deflected magnetic fields.
Clearly the orientation of the controls and exp.s in the deflected fields in comparison with the
controls and exp.s in the natural magnetic field describes better in reference to gN than mN.
Fig.5 based in all the individual orientations show the same tendency in another way of picturing.
Considering the orientation of the controls tested in the natural magnetic field the pattern is
clearly axial/bimodal (16º/196º - 0.309**, n = 60). Distinguishing between N-funnels and S-funnels
the two sample mean vectors are 39º - 0.493*** (n = 29) and 185º - 0.523** (n = 29), respectively.
Counting the number of individual mean directions in the standard/reverse sectors led to 5/24 and
23/6 in the N- and S-funnels, respectively. The underlying reason for this highly significant pattern
(Chi-square = 19.95, P < 0.001) probably was a motivationally rather unstable standard/reverse-axis
of orientation, where the close distance between neighbouring funnels tipped the balance in favour
of standard orientation or reverse orientation. Put a little differently: If tested under a different
condition with no influence between neighbouring N/S-funnels a bimodal standard/reverse
pattern would still arise.
Unfortunately there is a spurious tendency of a bimodal “E/W” orientation in reference to pN
(Fig.5, see also “Material and methods”) in the exp.s tested in the deflected magnetic fields within
the tree-frames housing the magnetic coil field. This tendency – which is much stronger and
significant in the sunset compared with the night experiments (see later) – is not caused by the
artificial magnetic field (it is also present when this field is switched off) but is based in visual
sensing of the rectangular tree-frame as seen by the bird inside the cage/funnel. Summing the
orientations of the W- and E-exp.s the sample orientation in reference to pN (Fig.5) is 318º - 0.223
(n = 56). It looks bimodal, however, the axial concentration is smaller, 286º/116º - 0.189 (n = 57).
This (apparent/possible) “E/W” bimodality is not present in the controls in the cross-experiments
tested within the deflected magnetic fields: Total sample orientation in reference to pN is 229º 0.211 (n = 36), or axial 41º/221º - 0.073 (n = 38).
Returning to the orientation of the exp.s tested within the deflected magnetic fields the overall
sample mean vector in reference to gN (Fig.5) is 136º - 0.246* (n = 56), and reference to mN 316º 0.072 (n = 56). Both distributions appear somewhat trimodal (roughly NE, SE and SW in reference
to gN, and SE, SW and NW in reference to mN). Doubling the angles leads to 31º/211º - 0.163 (n =
57) and 121º/301º - 0.163 (n = 57) in reference to gN and mN, respectively.
Compared with the SSW/NNE-orientation of the controls it looks like a compass in reference to
gN – probably a stellar compass - is dominant and steering compared with the magnetic compass.
This conclusion is further strengthened when considering the single nights where in five cases the
gN distribution was in better correspondence to the axial SSW/NNE pattern of the controls, whereas
in the remaining three cases there was no clear tendency.
A single night should be considered in more details. In course of the day on 20 Aug. some hard
showers filled the bottom of the baskets with water and possibly this event stressed the controls
tested during the night to a northerly, about reverse response (the sample mean vector was 353º 0.524, n = 7). According to the expectations from Endelave (Rabøl 2011) the orientation of the
exp.s tested within the deflected magnetic field and in reference to magnetic N should then had
been even more reverse. However, this was not so. The insignificant sample mean vector of the

exp.s in reference to magnetic N was 96º - 0.416 (n = 8). In reference to gN the sample mean vector
of the exp.s was bimodal 20º/200º - 0.291 (n =8). An obvious interpretation of this result is not
straightforward.

Cross-experiments
Considering the exp.s tested in the natural magnetic field the influence of funnel position was
much less though still detectable. The sample mean vectors of the N- and S-funnels was 14º/194º 0.333* (n = 30) and 211º/31º - 0.336* (n = 31), respectively. Counting the number of individual
mean directions in the standard/reverse sectors led to 11/19 and 17/14 (Chi-square = 1.36, 0.20 < P
< 0.30). Apparently, for some reason the pre-phase in the baskets within the deflected magnetic
fields diminished the “escape” reactions within pairs.
The orientation of the controls tested within the deflected fields is already given above.
As mentioned, the main question in the cross-experiments was whether – during sunset/early night
– 1) the sunset compass calibrated a magnetic compass, or whether on the contrary 2) the magnetic
compass calibrated the stellar compass.
Pooling the results from all 6 nights the following bimodal patterns of exp.s tested in the natural
magnetic field were found: W-exp.s 219º/39º - 0.244 (n = 29), and E-exp.s 19º/199º - 0.430 (n =
32). Counting the number of individual mean directions in the standard/reverse sectors led to 17/12
and 16/16 in the W- and E-exp.s, respectively. Clearly there is no directional difference between the
two distributions. Furthermore, the general axis of orientation is about SSW/NNE – i.e. the same as
in the controls tested in the natural magnetic field - indicating that compass calibrations during
sunset/early night were not important. If 1) or 2) above both in case of an axial SSW/NNE pattern
would lead to an axial WNW/ESE response.
Considering the first two cross-nights of 24 Aug. and 28 Aug. separately the following was found.
24 Aug.: The sample orientations of the W- and E-exp.s were 170º - 0.457 (n = 7) and 21º/201º 0.317 (n = 8), respectively. The combined orientation 151º - 0.246 (n = 15). In conclusion there is
no obvious sign of a preceding calibration but everything is statistically insignificant. The
orientation of the controls is 137º - 0.592 (n = 8) in reference to gN and 235º/55º - 0.567 (n = 8) in
reference to mN. It is difficult to say whether a stellar or a magnetic compass is the dominating one
(the mean direction in reference to gN is closer to the mean direction of the exp.s tested in the
natural field in reference to gN = mN, whereas 235º/55º in reference to mN is in better accordance
to the expected standard/reverse axis).
28 Aug.: The orientation of the exp.s in the natural magnetic field is shown at Fig.6. Obviously,
there is no difference between the W- and E-exp.s indicating that compass calibration during
sunset/early night was not carried out. The very northerly (reverse) orientation followed after a very
stormy and rainy night before spent outside in the baskets covered on top with a tree-plate. The
orientation of the contemporary controls in the deflected magnetic fields was rather scattered, 33º 0.398 (n = 7) in reference to gN, and in fact looked somewhat bimodal (127º/307º - 0.342, n = 8). In
reference to mN the sample mean vector was 199º - 0.378 (n = 7), and also this distribution looked
bimodal (217º/37º - 0.342, n = 8). It seems that mN is the most important compass reference in
charge.
The next four cross-nights the exp.s were funnel-tested in the natural magnetic field following
caging in baskets or cans during sunset/early night.

On 16 Sep. the orientation was bimodal standard/reverse. The reverse fraction on the next three
nights was much less prominent. Furthermore, only in case of the W-exp.s the axial sample
concentration was the highest.
The bimodality on 16 Sep. is prominent both a) when basket-birds are compared with can-birds,
and b) W-exp.s are compared with E-exp.s. Concerning a) the sample mean vector is 14º/194º 0.592 (n = 8) for baskets and 17º/197º - 0.499 (n = 7) for cans. Concerning b) the sample mean
vector is 37º/217º - 0.595 (n = 8) for W-exp.s og 177º/357º - 0.871** (n = 7) for E-exp.s . Clearly,
there is no sign of significant differences between W- og E-exp.s (i.e. no sign of compasscalibration during sunset/early night) nor difference between baskets and cans.
As obvious from Figs. 7 and 8 the latter observation still holds true on the three nights 21 through
26 Sep., whereas a large difference arise between the orientation of basket- and can-birds and in
particular for the W-exp.s (95º counterclockwise in cans compared with baskets; in E-exp.s only 40º
counterclockwise). The combined mean vector of basket-birds is 222º - 0.595*** (n = 22), and of
can-birds 159º - 0.652*** (n = 20). The difference is significant (P < 0.01, Watson-Williams test).
Why the mean directions of the can-birds are deflected counterclockwise is not obvious, but maybe
it has something to do with the high “horizon” for the birds inside the cans shifting a standard
response to a “nonsense”/basic response – which for some reason or another should be perceived as
a south-eastern right-angle reaction. Clearly, the hypotheses we are testing – that the sunset
compass calibrates the magnetic compass (sight down to the horizon in the basket-birds), or the
magnetic compass calibrates the stellar compass (high “horizon” in the can-birds) – are not met:
The W- and E-exp.s are not found in opposite peaks of bimodal pattern on right angles to the
standard/reverse axis.
Considering the orientation of the controls within the deflected magnetic fields on the four
nights from 16 Sep. through 26 Sep. (Fig.9). There seems to be a slight difference between W- and
E-exp.s. However, applying a Chi square test the difference between the standard/reverse
orientation (2/8 and 5/6 in the W- and E-exp.s, respectively) is far from statistically significant.
Clearly, gN seems to be the compass reference in charge corresponding with the SW/NE-axis found
in the basket-exp.s tested in the normal magnetic field.
However, a remarkable and not easily explained observation is the significant difference between
a) and b) below: If during the four nights 16 through 26 Sep. comparing a) the exp.s tested in the
natural magnetic field after spending the sunset/early night in the baskets (can-birds are not
considered here), and b) the controls (spending sunset/early night in baskets) tested in the deflected
magnetic fields (and depicted in reference to geographical N) both show a bimodal NE/SWdistribution. However the mean vector of a) is 212º/32º - 0.431*** (n = 37) whether b) is 36º/216º
- 0.425* (n = 22). The difference between the two is highly significant. Applying a 2 times 2 Chisquare test based in the numbers (26/11 contra 7/14) in the standard and reverse halves (standard
and reverse direction set to 22½º and 202½º, respectively) results in a Chi-square = 6.02 (+ Yates
correction) and a P < 0.02. Clearly gN should be considered as the compass reference in b) as the
mean vector in reference to mN becomes 126º/306º - 0.425* (n = 22). A possible “explanation”
could be that a present – compared with a past(sunset/early night) - compass-discrepancy induces
(more) reverse orientation, but obviously in reference to a celestial and not a magnetic compass.
The latter predicted by the observations of Rabøl (2010).
A final point – in fact a warning – could be that if the magnetic deflection had been mN = gW
alone (i.e. no mN = gE) then the interpretation of Figs.7-8 had been a clear indication of a sunset
compass calibration of the magnetic compass.

Synthesis of the 2006 night experiments

We found a general, supposedly genuine standard/reverse NNE/SSW orientation, and clearly
magnetic - nor sunset – compass calibrations during sunset/early night were not present – or
such calibrations were replaced/dominated by processes going on during the night in the funnels.
The orientation along the NNE/SSW axis was steered - at least in the majority of cases - by a
compass related to geographical N, probably a stellar compass.
Exp.s spending the sunset/early night phase in cans shielding the lower about 30º of the sky were
significantly deflected in a counter-clockwise direction compared with the basket-exp.s, i.e.
screening of the lower part of the sky had a significant influence which however could not be
understood in terms of calibration of the stellar compass by the magnetic compass.
In the standard experiments there were no single nights (as reported by Rabøl 2010) where the exp.s
tested within the deflected magnetic fields displayed unimodal reverse orientation (i.e. "NNE") in
reference to magnetic N. In fact, there was no single case out of eight where mN seemed to be the
steering compass. On the contrary a compass related to gN seemed to be the steering one in at least
five cases. However, in cross experiments on two occasions in Aug. perhaps mN was the steering
compass reference.

2007
7 night (6 standard + 1 cross) experiments were carried out with 110 Robins and 2 Blackcaps.
On the four nights of 9, 12, 16 and 18 Sep. standard experiments were carried out under a clear
starry sky. On the last two nights collars were applied in half of the controls and half of the exp.s.
Disregarding the possible effects of collars the overall results are shown at Fig.10: The orientation
of the controls are shown in A: The sample mean vector is 201º - 0.591*** (n = 27). The
orientation of the exp.s in reference to paper N (B) is axial 95º/275º - 0.338* (n = 28). Obviously,
the frame has some axial directional effect on the orientation*. The orientation of the exp.s in
reference to geographical N is significant (C): The sample mean vector is 146º - 0.487** (n = 24).
On the contrary, the orientation of the exp.s in reference to magnetic N (D) is not significant: The
sample mean vector is 159º - 0.198 (n = 24). In conclusion, a compass in reference to
geographical N seems to be the most important.
The effect of the collars on the night orientation of Robins was studied on the two starry nights of
16 and 18 Sep. The sample orientation of the non-collar controls was 212º - 0.973*** (n = 8),
whereas the collar controls were insignificantly oriented though in about the same direction (196º 0.436, n = 7). Apparently, collars increased the directional scatter, whereas there seems to be no
tendency to more influence of the magnetic compass in the collar exp.s. The orientation of the
non-collar exp.s was 189º - 0.549 (n = 6) or 310º/130º - 0.466 (n = 7) in reference to gN and mN,
respectively, whereas in the collar-exp.s the orientation was 98º - 0.679 (n = 6) or 157º/337º - 0.149
(n = 6) in reference to gN and mN, respectively. So in both collar and non-collar exp.s gN seems to
be the most influential compass reference.
On 13 Sep. we performed the single cross experiment. The sunset and night was clear and starry.
The orientations are denoted on Fig.11.

The exp.s tested in the normal magnetic field showed standard orientation, although the pattern
is slightly axial (203º/23º - 0.768*, n = 7). Clearly, there was no calibration of the stellar compass
by the magnetic compass in the sunset/early night phase. If so the pattern should be bimodal with
the peak of the W-exp.s in “SE” and of the E-exp.s in “NW” (the W-exp.s oriented in 5º, 210º, and
220º). If a sunset compass calibrated the magnetic compass the W- and E-exp.s should be in a
“NW” and “SE” peak, respectively.
The orientation of the controls in the deflected magnetic fields is not easily deduced: it might be
standard/reverse in reference to geographical N (218º/38º - 0.493, n = 6), i.e. steered by a celestial
probably stellar compass, or a right angle response steered by the magnetic compass (140º - 0.814*,
n = 6).
Two further standard experiments during the night were carried out, both under an overcast night
sky. As the directional patterns of the exp.s appeared very different the two nights are considered
separately.
11 Sep.: The sunset/early night sky was only partly covered, i.e. both sunset and part of the starry
sky were available. However, during tests in the funnels the night sky was totally covered by
clouds. The orientation of the controls seems slight bimodal but three out of four are in about the
standard direction (218º/38º - 0.498, n = 4). The sample mean vectors of the exp.s are 150º - 0.636
(n = 7) and 160º - 0.612 (n = 7) in reference to gN and mN, respectively. It is not easy to deduce
which of the compasses are most influential. However, mN is probably the only one available.
Anyway, there is an insignificant counter-clockwise deflection in both compared with the controls.
17 Sep.: Both sunset/early night and night were totally overcast. The controls oriented 272º 0.778*, n = 6). The orientation of the exp.s in reference to gN was 307º - 0.892**, n = 6 , and – in
reference to mN - 43º/223º - 0.677, n = 6. The difference between the controls and the exp.s in
reference to geographical N is not quite significant on the 0.05 level (M-W-W test, Chi-square =
5.16, df = 2). So it somewhat mysteriously looks like an influential compass reference in gN –
perhaps the polarized sky pattern was visible through the skies?

2008
Most experiments this autumn were carried out during sunset/early night (see below) investigating
the outcomes of the four constellations +/-“overcast” correlated with +/- previous exposure for the
sunset sky. However, standard experiments were carried out on 4 nights with a total of 64 birds (48
Africa-migrants and 16 Robins).

–“overcast” experiments without previous exposure for the sunset sky
Africa-migrants (mostly Pied Flycatcher) on the starry nights of 8 and 9 September.
The orientation was very different on the two nights. Therefore these are considered separately.
8 September (Fig.12):
The controls were oriented 160 - 0.662* (n = 8). In fact, the axial distribution describes a little
better: 163º/343º - 0.692* (n = 8).

The exp.s were very significantly oriented in reference to gN: 180 - 0.893** (n = 8). In reference
to mN the pattern was bimodal with the W-exp.s constituting the “W”-peak, and the E-exp.s the
“E”-peak. Clearly the orientation of the exp.s seems without influence of the magnetic field and was
steered completely by a compass related to gN, i.e. in all probability stellar N..
9 September (Fig.13):
The orientation of the controls was 303 - 0.738* (n = 7). The orientation of the
exp.s was 292 - 0.534 (n = 7) in reference to gN, and 120 - 0.357 (n = 7) in reference to mN.
Clearly the orientation of the exp.s seems steered by a compass related to gN.

+“overcast” experiments with previous exposure for the sunset sky
This (early) night experiment with Garden Warblers (Fig.14) was carried out 29 Aug. (start 1½
hour after sunset i.e. with a weak trace of a lighter sunset sky towards WNW).
The controls oriented 317 - 0.772* (n = 6). The exp.s oriented 307 - 0.739* (n = 6) in reference
to gN, whereas the orientation in reference to mN was bimodal NNE/SSW (the W-exp.s showed
64- 0.637, n = 3, and the E-exp.s 200 - 0.953, n = 3, signalling no influence of mN).
Two possible explanations are possible: 1) The controls and exp.s are steered by a compass or
taxis in the test-phase related to gN. However, the almost non-existent lighter sunset sky is not an
obvious candidate for a taxis – in particular because of the +”overcast” condition. A more probable
scenario is one of a calibration of a NW-course from the sunset compass into the magnetic
compass. This leads to NE-orientation in the W-exp.s and SW-orientation in the E-exp.s in the testphase in reference to mN. Such an outcome is seen to the right in the figure.

A final cross experiment was carried out with Robins 24 September. The exp.s spent the sunset in
baskets and cans within the magnetic fields where mN was deflected towards gW or gE. During
night the birds were tested in +”overcast” and in the undisturbed magnetic field of the Earth. Most
birds showed zero or very small activities and it is impossible to draw any firm conclusion except
that night-experiments (starting at least 2 hours after sunset) – as is the common experience – are
mostly bound to end up with zero or small activities when the birds are tested under condition of
+”overcast”.

Night experiments 2006 through 2008 in summary
Very short, there was – stochastic events taking into consideration – nothing indicating influence of
a magnetic compass as the dominant and/or calibrating compass. Some results perhaps indicated a
sunset compass calibrating a magnetic compass, but in general the support for compass calibrations
during sunset/early night was weak. The general picture was one of a compass in reference to gN,
probably a stellar compass was steering the orientation during night.

Sunset experiments

2006
128 standard tests were carried out 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 and 28 Sep. Most birds were Robins (89).
Other birds were Redstarts (20), Blackcap (1), Garden Warblers (16), Pied Flycatchers (2).
The overall results of the sunset-experiments in 2006 are presented in Fig.15 and Fig.16.
On the average the orientation of the controls was directed into the sunset (Fig.15). However, on a
single occasion (7 Sep.) the sample mean was directed ENE-E, and on another (12 Sep.) was
observed dis-orientation/weakly bimodal E/W orientation. The grand mean vector was 291º 0.660* (n = 7), or after doubling the angles 278º/98º - 0.773** (n = 8).
The sample mean vectors on the eight sunsets (sample size, and cloudiness in parentheses) were:
276º - 0.419 (5, 8/8), 81º - 0.561 (7, 7/8), 275º - 0.661 (8, 0/8), 339º/(159º) – 0.441 (8, 0/8), 267º 0.817** (7, 1/8), 96º/276º - 0.413 (7, 0/8), 285º - 0.872** (6, 0/8), 280º - 0.939** (5, 8/8).
If the samples of the eight sunsets are combined the overall sample mean vector is 280º - 0.414***
(n = 53).
Fig.16 shows the orientation of the exp.s in the four combinations of +/- windows, and magnetic N
deflected towards geographical W or E, respectively (all nights except 28 Sep. where the magnetic
field by a mistake was switched off).
In short and unfortunately, various kinds of spurious orientation were prominent: In the controls,
there was a clear influence of a positive "sunset-taxis"*. Furthermore, there was a slight influence
of funnel position (as in the night-tests). In the exp.s the (long axis of) the tree-frame housing the
magnetic coil field influenced the orientation into a bimodal “E/W “ way in reference to paper-N
overriding all other influences.
* For a superficial observation it looks like the orientation is strongly influenced by a positive
phototaxis. However, on two occasions the sunset cloud cover was 8/8 (on one of these, 28 Sep.,
there was a trace of blue sky in about 15 min.s a half hour before sunset), but on both occasions the
orientations were towards the (at least for human eyes) invisible sunset (276º and 280º).
As remarked, the birds were placed in the funnels around the time of the sunset. However, on 6
Sep. about 50 min.s later and in cloud cover 8/8 the orientation was still (though insignificantly so)
westerly. On 7 Sep. the birds were placed in the funnels about 20 min.s before sunset, and in 7/8
and clear traces of the sunset position the orientation was easterly! On the whole there was a
positive correlation between the degree of unimodal westerly orientation and the transfer time into
the funnels (r = 0.610, NS), i.e. clear westerly orientation was found mostly in the late transfers – so
the response is obviously not just a simple phototaxis. The two westerly orientations under an
overcast sky add to the same interpretation.
In the exp.s there was a very clear bimodal "E"/"W" orientation in reference to Paper N (Fig.16)
which obviously has nothing to do with the magnetic fields as it also was very clearly observed on
13 Sep. where the magnetic fields were switched off. Obviously, it is a spurious response
influenced by the rectangular pattern of the tree-frame as seen by the bird in the funnel. The overall
sample mean vectors on the eight sunsets (including 28 Sep.) were 89º/269º - 0.811*** (n = 30),
and 89º/269º - 0.770*** (n = 31) for the W- and E-exp.s, respectively.

There was absolutely no difference between orientation in normal funnels and window-funnels
(Fig.16). One may wonder about why the sight to the surroundings is not diminishing the spurious
influence of the tree frame – and possibly it does so to a minor extent. At least when tested on the
same nights the axial concentration of the “window” birds is 0.714 (n = 28) whereas the
concentration of the normal funnel birds is 0.855 (n = 26). We have not tested for the possible
significant difference.
Surprisingly, there was no tendency of a positive taxis towards the sunset in the exp.s. In both Wand E-funnels the amount of "E" and "W" orientation in reference to paper-N is about the same. In
conclusion, in the exp.s the sunset orientation is (close to be) 100% dominated by a spurious
"E"/"W" response produced by the sight of the bilateral pattern of the tree-frames.

2007
48 standard experiments with Robins were carried out on 20, 21 and 22 Sep.
21 and 22 Sep. experiments were carried out under clear sky conditions and under application of
compensatory tree-frames (Fig.2). Furthermore, collars were applied in half of the birds.
Fig.17A shows the orientation of the controls: Both distributions look slightly bimodal, and in
fact doubling the angles describes better for the non-collar distribution: 249º/69º - 0.371 (n = 6). In
the collar distribution doubling the angles lead to a slightly smaller concentration, and the sample
mean vector is 233º - 0.387 (n = 8). If the two distributions are combined doubling the angles leads
to the higher concentration: 242º/62º - 0.333 (n = 14). Summing up, the controls seem to be oriented
on about the standard/reverse axis with most orientations in the standard direction.
Fig.17B shows the orientation of the exp.s in reference to paper N, and the conclusion of mine is
that the spurious influence of the tree-frames disappears – or at least the “westerly” peak does. The
sample mean vectors are: 74º/254º - 0.543 (n = 8) for the non-collar birds, and 82º - 0.374 (n = 8) or
(if doubling the angles 32º/212º - 0.355 (n = 8) for the collar birds. Summing the two distributions
leads to 98º - 0.425 (n = 15), or if doubling the angles 58º/238º - 0.336 (n = 16).
Fig.17C shows the orientation of the exp.s in reference to geographical N, and the sample mean
vector of the non-collar birds is 275º - 0.464 (n = 7), and of the collar birds 288º - 0.578 (n = 8).
Obviously there seems to be no difference and summing the two distributions leads to 283º - 0.522*
(n = 15).
Fig.17D shows the orientation of the exp.s in reference to magnetic N, and the sample mean
vector of the non-collar birds is 180º/0º - 0.363 (n = 8), and of the collar birds 40º/220º - 0.293 (n =
8). Summing the two samples leads to 17º/197º - 0.258 (n = 16).
Finally, Fig.17E denotes the orientation of the exp.s in reference to geographical N if
distinguishing between birds where magnetic N was deflected towards W or E, respectively.
Clearly, there seems to be no difference: The sample mean vector of the W-birds is 292º - 0.573 (n
= 7), and of the E-birds 274º - 0.489 (n = 8). Summing the two samples leads to 283º - 0.522* (n =
15). If depicted in reference to mN the mean vector of the W-exp.s will be 22º - 0.573 (n = 7) and of
the E-exp.s 184º - 0.489 (n = 8). One should note that the difference between the upper and lower
figure is between the relation between mN and gN and not between collar birds and non-collar
birds.
Considering Fig.17 in symphony geographical N seems to be the compass reference in charge.
The prediction of Muheim et al. that screening away the lower part of the sky would mean that the
magnetic compass should achieve more importance compared with the sunset compass. This

means a higher sample concentration and an about SW or axial SW/NE orientation in the collarexp.s compared with the non-collar-exp.s depicted in reference to mN (column D). There is no clear
indication on such a scenario.
A sample was also tested under the overcast condition of 20 Sep*. The orientation of the controls
was not significant (246º - 0.539, n = 6). Unfortunately, in the exp.s the rectangular tree-frame of
the coil-field was not compensated by a counter-frame and a spurious directional effect was rather
obvious (280º/100º - 0.580, n = 8, in reference to pN).
* Combining the orientations of the controls on the three overcast evening or nights 11, 17, and
20 Sep. leads to a sample mean vector of 253º - 0.531* (n = 16). This means that under an overcast
sky probably a magnetic compass steers the orientation. Of course, this is not surprising and should
be expected according to the many experiments by the Wiltschkos.

2008

Between Aug.24 and 28 Sep. 22 evening/sunset experiments (21 standard and two cross) were
carried out. Total number of birds was 357 (160 Africa-migrants and 197 Robins). Four groups are
distinguished according to a) +/- covering of the funnels with translucent but not transparent plastic
(+/- “overcast”), and b) with or without previous exposure in cages on the test-site.

–“overcast” without previous exposure for the sunset sky

Exp.1:
Africa-migrants (Pied Flycatcher, Garden Warbler, Redstart) on five evenings from 24 through 31
August.
28 August the application of the counter-frames was missed and a significant bimodal pattern
arose in the exp.s (94/274 - 0.927***, n = 8 in reference to pN). The controls were oriented 219
- 0.201 (n = 8) under condition of a natural overcast sky.
On the four remaining evenings (24, 25, 30 and 31 Aug.) the sunset/early night sky was clear, and
the orientation of the controls (Fig.18) was significantly W-WNW and thus directed into the
direction of the sunset. The mean direction is rather deviant from the standard direction of SSWSW, and it looks like the influence of a rather strong and dominant sunset-taxis.
Clearly, the exp.s were not oriented in reference to pN, i.e. the frames – and probably because of
the counter-frames - had no directional influence on the orientation..
Perhaps surprisingly the orientations of the exp.s are not directed into the sunset. In reference to
gN the orientation of the W-exp.s is 13 - 0.282 (n = 14), and of the E-exp.s 46 - 0.178 (n = 16),
i.e. there seems to be no significant difference. The lack of a sunset taxis is remarkable, i.e. the
discrepancy between mN in reference to gN probably means something.
In reference to mN the W-exp.s are oriented 103 - 0.282 (n = 14), and the E-exps 316 - 0.1
78 (n = 16), i.e. it looks like (but everything is statistically insignificant) that a compass related to
gN (the sunset compass?) overrides the magnetic compass for the reasons explained in Fig.1.

Exp.4:
Robins in the evenings of 11 and 12 September (Fig.19).
On 11 September the controls were oriented 338 - 0.428 (n = 7). Unfortunately, counter-frames
were first added to the exp.s after a delay of 8 minutes. However, this short period seemed to be
sufficient for a spurious influence – at least the orientation in reference to pN was bimodal and
about “E”/”W” (85/265 - 0.491, n = 8). So the orientation of the exp.s on 11 September is not
further considered.
On 12 September the counter-frames were in action. The orientation of the controls was 331 0.750* (n = 6), i.e. much like the orientation on the previous evening. If the two samples are
combined the mean vector is 334 - 0.576* (n = 13).
The orientation of the exp.s on 12 September was 44 - 0.533 (n = 5) in reference to gN, and in
reference to mN: 181 - 0.439 (n = 5).
The orientation of the controls seems too northerly for a simple interpretation of a dominant
sunset-taxis (the sunset is in about WNW, but on both evenings the sky was almost overcast and
the sunset (sky) in no way prominent, so very probably a sunset-taxis was not involved)
Anyway, the exp.s are not oriented in the direction of the sunset nor in the standard direction.
Compared with the controls the pattern in reference to gN describes better than the pattern in
reference to mN. In conclusion a celestial compass probably overrides the influence of a magnetic
compass.

Exp.5A:
Africa-migrants and Robins 14, 16, 17, and 18 September (Fig.20). Each day half of the birds were
tested in –“overcast” and the other half in +”overcast”. The factor in common for these
experiments was that the sunset sky was clear.
Here we consider only the birds tested in –“overcast” (lower row):
The orientation of the controls was 281 - 0.785*** (n = 18). The orientation of the exp.s in
reference to gN was 222 - 0.301 (n = 14), and in reference to mN 119 - 0.364 (n = 14).
It certainly looks like a photo-taxic response in the controls directed towards the setting sun.
However, the orientation of the exp.s was – as “usual” - not directed into the sunset. Compared with
the controls the orientation of the exp.s is best understood in reference to gN but obviously the
evidence is weak.

Exp.5B:
Sunset/early night experiments with Robins 15, 19, and 20 September (Fig.21). Half of the birds
were tested in –“overcast” and the other half in +”overcast”. Contrary to Exp.5A the sunset sky
was overcast on these three evenings, and there was no clear/prominent sunset.
Here we consider only birds tested in –“overcast” (lower row):
The orientation of the controls was 131 - 0.251 (n = 16). The orientation of the exp.s in reference
to gN was 181 - 0.449 (n = 11), and in reference to mN 231/51 - 0.353 (n = 12).
Clearly, there is no tendency at all for a sunset-directed orientation – and logically enough because
there was no prominent sunset sky as in case of Exp.5A. All three distributions are low concentrated

so there is no reason to discuss whether gN or mN offer the best description compared with the
orientations of the controls.

Overall conclusion:
The controls were much influenced by the clear sunset sky – and the orientation looks like a
photo-taxic response. If no clear sunset sky a prominent W-NW orientation is not observed.
The orientation of the exp.s was puzzling: There seems to be no directional influence as such of
the magnetic compass - except perhaps in the W-exp.s on the overcast evenings, Figs. 19 and 21.
However, the orientation in about the standard direction was not significant (200º - 0.456, n = 9).
Furthermore, sunset-directed orientation was not observed – because of the directional discrepancy
between the celestial and magnetic compasses?

+”overcast” without previous exposure for the sunset sky

Exp.5A:
Africa-migrants and Robins 14, 16, 17, and 18 September. Half of the birds were tested in
–“overcast” and the other half in +”overcast”. The sunset sky was clear.
Here we consider only the birds tested in +“overcast” (upper row Fig.20):
The orientation of the controls was 272 - 0.440 (n = 14). The orientation of the exp.s in reference
to gN was 277/97 - 0.444 (n = 13), and in reference to mN 7/187 - 0.444 (n = 13).
Perhaps the insignificant westerly orientation of the controls signals the co-influence of a sunset
taxis - weaker than in case of the controls tested in –“overcast” (lower row Fig.20). Clearly,
compared with the controls, the orientation of the exp.s in reference to gN fits better than in
reference to mN (and the pattern in reference to gN may be taken as a rather weak indication of the
co-influence of a sunset taxis – which otherwise seems to be absent in exp.s tested within deflected
magnetic fields).

Exp.5B:
Robins 15, 19, and 20 September. Half of the birds were tested in –“overcast” and the other half in
+”overcast”. Contrary to Exp.5A the sunset sky was overcast on all occasions, and there was no
clear/prominent sunset.
Here we consider only birds tested in +“overcast” (upper row at Fig.21):
The orientation of the controls was 173/353 - 0.510* (n = 14). The orientation of the exp.s in
reference to gN was 204 - 0.480 (n = 12), and in reference to mN 66 - 0.360 (n = 12). Concerning
the latter there was a tendency for bimodal orientation as doubling the angles led to 128/308 0.326 (n = 12).
Compared with the controls the exp.s in reference to gN made a slightly better fit than in reference
to mN.
Because of the overcast sunset conditions there should only be small, stochastical differences
between the orientations in the upper and lower row. In the controls the difference is only slight –

and certainly less than for a first superficial consideration. In the E-exp.s there seems to be no clear
difference, whereas in the W-exp.s the difference is profound.

Exp.8:
The “controls” of this experiment with Robins 28 September (Fig.22) experienced –“overcast”
(clear sunset in the cages) and were tested –“overcast” during night (starry sky). The sample mean
vector was 214º - 0.725* (n = 7), or axial 201º/21º - 0.764* (n = 7).
The evening orientation of the exp.s in reference to gN was 244 - 0.413 (n = 7), and in reference
to mN 234 - 0.563 (n = 7). The exp.s. were tested under the condition of +”overcast”.
The orientation of the exp.s in reference to mN offers the best description (compared – cautiously
– with the “controls”). No one should wonder as the sky was +”overcast”.

Exp.6:
Robins on 23 September (Fig.23) were tested after two days of caging without possibility for a
coupling/calibration between the compasses.
The orientation of the controls looks bimodal standard/reverse: 212/32 - 0.544 (n = 7).
The orientation of the exp.s in reference to gN was 220 - 0.834** (n = 7), and in reference to mN
clearly bimodal with the W-exp.s showing 302 - 0.994* (n = 4), and the E-exp.s 138 - 0.786 (n =
4).
On beforehand this experiment was considered determined to display unimodal (standard)
orientation in reference to mN; the sunset sky was almost overcast and the experiments started
about one hour after local sunset, so it is difficult to accept the more or less non-existing sunset as
the base for a photo-taxic response or the compass reference for migratory orientation. However,
clearly the stimulus/compass reference for steering the orientation must be in reference to gN (also
indicated by the bimodal pattern in reference to mN with the W- and E-exp.s in two widely
separated peaks).

-“overcast” with previous exposure for the sunset sky
Exp.3:
In this cross-experiment on 7 September (Fig.24) with Pied Flycatchers half of the exp.s (i.e. eight
birds) experiencing the deflected mN when caged in the baskets during the clear sunset were later
on tested in the undisturbed magnetic field of the Earth under the condition of –“overcast”. The
other half were tested in +”overcast”. All controls were tested in +”overcast” within the deflected
magnetic fields.
The orientation of the exp.s in –“overcast” is shown upper left in Fig.24 The W-birds appear
bimodal 39/219 - 0.575 (n = 4), and the E-birds unimodal 192 - 0.505 (n = 3). Apart from the
statistical insignificances it looks like a NE-response in the W-exp.s and a SW-response in the Eexp.s.
Such a pattern is not easily understood, but seemingly the treatment - i.e. the deflection of mN in
the sunset-phase just ahead of the tests - had an effect.

If simple dominance in the test-phase of a sunset compass or a magnetic compass one should
expect the same sample orientation in the W- and E-exp.s*.
If standard orientation (SW) is calibrated from the sunset compass into the magnetic compass we
expect NW-orientation of the W-exp.s and SE-orientation of the E-exp.s.
If standard orientation (SW) is calibrated from the magnetic compass into the sunset compass we
expect SE-orientation of the W-exp.s and NW-orientation of the E-exp.s.
Clearly none of these dominance/calibration-scenarios came out, and the observed pattern could in
principle arise after calibration of a NW-course from the sunset into the magnetic compass, or after
calibration of a SE-course from the magnetic into the sunset compass – or as a result of stochastical
variation.
*The question is whether there is a real difference between the W- and E-exp.s, or whether we just
see stochastical variation around a common SW/NE axis. If we play the game that the circular
distribution could be transformed into a standard and reverse sector and a the Fisher test could be
considered for investigating the probability of a 3/1 contra 0/3 outcome. This turns out to be 0.11,
i.e. we cannot exclude the probability of stochastic variation alone.
As mentioned the controls were tested in +”overcast” (right column, Fig.24). Clearly, gN seems to
be the steering compass (directed in about the standard direction, and weekly bimodal in reference
to mN with W- and E-exp.s in “opposite” peaks). One may wonder about this gN compass reference
as none of the celestial compasses seem available.

+“overcast” with previous exposure for the sunset sky
Exp.3:
This is another part of the same cross-experiment as mentioned above.
The controls were spending the sunset phase in the baskets under condition of the undisturbed
magnetic field of the Earth, and later on tested in +”overcast” in the deflected fields (Fig.24, right
column). The orientation in reference to gN was 242 - 0.743* (n = 6). In reference to mN the
pattern was bimodal with the birds tested in mN deflected towards gW constituting the NW-peak,
and gE birds the SE-peak. This (apparent) dominance of (a compass related to) gN is surprising, as
the sky was “overcast” and presumably no celestial cues were available.
The orientation of the exp.s is shown at Fig.24, lower left. The orientation of the W-exp.s was
280/100 - 0.933* (n = 4) and of the E-exp.s 108/288 - 0.956 (n = 3). Apart from the small
sample size it looks like WNW-orientation in the W-exp.s and ESE orientation in the E-exp.s. As
(presumably) only the magnetic compass was available when the birds were tested this pattern is
most parsimoniously interpreted as calibration of the magnetic compass of a SSW-course
established by the sunset compass in the sunset phase. If so the interpretation of the pattern in –
“overcast” upper left, Fig.24 is not straightforward. Neither – as already mentioned - is the pattern
of the controls (right column, Fig.24). Anyway, considered in isolation the pattern in lower left,
Fig.24 may be taken as an indication of the outcome of a magnetic compass reference calibrated by
the sunset compass.

Exp.2:
Africa-migrants 1, 2, 4, and 6 September.

The orientation of the controls (upper figure, Fig.25) was 262 - 0.285 (n = 27). There seems to be
a difference (P close to 0.01, M-W-W- test) between the pattern of small dots (indicating very low
levels of activity) 149 - 0.549 (n = 7) and the pattern of larger dots 283 - 0.494** (n = 20). It is
tempting to interpret the orientation of the latter as influenced by a sunset taxis. However, I have
some problems believing so: Both in the sunset phase and in particular during testing in +”overcast”
the sky was overcast or close to, i.e. a polarized sunset sky may well be available (in the sunset
phase but not during testing) but a prominent amount of more light intensity in direction of the
sunset (WNW) was not present.
The orientation of the exp.s in reference to gN was bimodal 200/20 - 0.305 (n = 26), and in
reference to mN 110/290 - 0.306 (n = 26). However, there is a large difference between W-exp.s
(36/216 - 0.469*, n = 14) and E-exp.s (195 - 0.540*, n = 12) in reference to gN. In reference to
mN the corresponding sample vectors are 126/306 - 0.469* and 105 - 0.540*. At least
concerning the E-exp.s the gN orientation offers the best fit to the pattern of the controls.
Comparing with the –“overcast” exp.s in Fig.18 a possible NNE/SSW-axis in reference to gN
should be noted. However, the standard and reverse halves are not in proportion: 17/13 in –
“overcast” against 7/18 in +”overcast”. However, the difference is just not significant at the 0.05
level (Chi-square = 3.47, +Yates correction). Anyway, the reason for the possible difference is not
obvious (the logical expectation would be dominant standard (SSW) in –“overcast”).

Exp.7:
Robins 27 September (Fig.26).
This is a cross experiment, but controls were omitted. The birds were trapped 25 Sep., and during
sunsets 25 and 26 Sep. 16 exp.s caged and exposed on the test site in baskets (8) or cans (8),
respectively. 8 birds within coil fields where resultant mN was deflected gW (4 in baskets and 4 in
cans), and 8 other birds within coil fields where resultant mN was deflected gE (4 in baskets and 4
in cans). In the baskets the birds could see the surrounding landscape and the sky down to the
horizon, whereas the surroundings and the about 20 - 30 lower part of the sky were screened away
for the birds in the cans. During 27 Sep. – without previous exposure in the baskets or cans at the
test site - all birds were tested in the undisturbed magnetic field of the Earth.
The expectation (following Muheim et al. 2006, 2007) was that only in case of the basket-birds the
sunset compass calibrated the magnetic compass, i.e. for the can-birds the orientation should be the
same in reference to mN = gN for both W- and E-exp.s. In case of the basket-birds the orientation
should be about opposite for the W- and E-exp.s., e.g. NW and SE, respectively, for a standard
direction of SW established in reference to the sunset compass and from here transferred to the
magnetic compass.
The orientation of the basket-exp.s is shown at Fig.26 left, and of the can-exp.s at Fig.26 right.
The can-birds display an about standard/reverse orientation; All three E-exp.s in SW.
Considering the four W-exp.s half are in SW and the other half in NE. Considered in isolation this
result could be taken as an indication of the hypothesis mentioned above, i.e. the same SW/standard
orientation in W- and E-exp.s. If so the orientation of the basket-birds should be bimodal NW/SE
with the W-exp.s in the NW-peak. Clearly this prediction is not met. However, another expectation
is met (though not statistically significant because of the small sample sizes): The W- and E-exp.s
orient in about opposite directions. Anyway, the same pattern is observed more or less as in the canbirds. In short, there is no unambiguous indication for an acceptation of the expectations of the
Muheims.

Considered from another angle the directional pattern of the W-exp.s is bimodal 56/236 - 0.819*
(n = 7), and that of the E-exp.s 245 - 0.846* (n = 6). The difference is not easily tested because of
the bimodal W-exp.s but the numbers in the SW- and NE-peak, respectively, are 2, 5 for the Wexp.s and 6, 0 for the E-exp.s. Applying a Fisher test yields P = 0.02 for the observed constellation
+ the one even more extreme constellation. Taken together this may tell that there is no difference
between basket- and can-birds but a bimodal distribution with (most) W-exp.s in the NE-peak and
E-exp.s in the SW-peak, and this may be taken as an indication of a calibration from the sunsetcompass into the magnetic compass of a common NW-orientation (which may be a sunset-taxis) –
but I do not think so. Perhaps what is observed is un-calibrated standard/reverse axial orientation
established in reference to gN and/or mN (the condition was +”overcast”) and no but stochastic
difference between basket- and can-birds.
In conclusion, there are some inconsistencies not easily explained or understood. The
interpretation of the results is not straightforward.

Discussion

2006 through 2008, interpretations
Synthesis of the 2006 night experiments
We found a general, supposedly genuine standard/reverse NNE/SSW orientation, and clearly
magnetic - nor sunset – compass calibrations during sunset/early night were not present – or
such calibrations were replaced/dominated by processes going on during the night in the funnels.
The orientation along the NNE/SSW axis was steered - at least in the majority of cases - by a
compass related to geographical N, probably a stellar compass.
Exp.s spending the sunset/early night phase in cans shielding the lower about 30º of the sky were
significantly deflected in a counter-clockwise direction compared with the basket-exp.s, i.e.
screening of the lower part of the sky had a significant influence which however could not be
understood in terms of calibration of the stellar compass by the magnetic compass.
In the standard experiments there were no single nights (as reported by Rabøl 2010) where the exp.s
tested within the deflected magnetic fields displayed unimodal reverse orientation (i.e. "NNE") in
reference to magnetic N. In fact, there was no single case out of eight where mN seemed to be the
steering compass. On the contrary a compass related to gN seemed to be the steering one in at least
five cases. However, in cross experiments on two occasions in Aug. perhaps mN was the steering
compass reference.

Synthesis of the 2007 night experiments
In the single cross experiment clearly no calibration were carried out.

In four standard experiments under a clear night sky gN seems to be the compass reference in.
Somewhat surprisingly the same holds true in at least one of two standard experiments carried out
under an overcast sky.
Collars on the funnels were applied on two clear nights for testing the hypothesis of the Muheims
that mN attains more dominance on the behalf of gN when the lower part of the night sky is
screened away. Collars increased the scatter in the controls, but the orientation in reference to mN
was not improved in the exp.s. However, the results are not easily interpreted.

Synthesis of the 2008 night experiments.
Four control experiments were carried out
. On two nights under a clear starry sky gN was clearly the compass reference. The same apparently
holds true – surprisingly - on a single night where the birds were tested under conditions of
+”overcast”. Here an alternative explanation could be calibration of the magnetic compass by the
sunset compass. The last night most activities were too low or zero to make interpretations about
the orientation.

Night experiments 2006 through 2008 in summary
Very short, there was – stochastic events taking into consideration – nothing indicating influence of
a magnetic compass as the dominant and/or calibrating compass. Some results perhaps indicated a
sunset compass calibrating a magnetic compass, but in general the support for compass
calibrations during sunset/early night was weak. The general picture was one of a stellar compass
steering the orientation during night.

Synthesis of the 2006 sunset experiments
In the controls most orientation was directed into the sunset and apparently a sunset taxis was
prominent.
In the exp.s the orientation was much dominated by a leading line effect of the tree-frame housing
the magnetic coils. An additional sunset taxis was not obvious. Windows in the upper part of the
funnel allowing sight of the surroundings and view down to the horizon had no additional effect to
the axial frame taxis.

Synthesis of the 2007 sunset experiments
In these two clear sky experiments the controls – though insignificantly - are oriented in about the
standard direction. There seems to be no effect of collars on the funnels.
A reference related to gN is obviously the one in charge as there is no difference between the Eand W-exp.s. Perhaps a sunset taxis – though not present in the controls - is involved in the exp.s.
However, the general rule seems to be that sunset taxes - if present - are more prominent in the
controls.

The application of collars on the funnels seemingly had no positive influence of the magnetic
compass.

Synthesis for the 2008 sunset experiments under the condition –“overcast”/no previous exposure
The controls were much influenced by the clear sunset sky – and the orientation looks like a phototaxic response. If no clear sunset sky a prominent W-NW orientation is not observed.
The orientation of the exp.s was puzzling: There seems to be no directional influence as such of
the magnetic compass - except perhaps in the W-exp.s on the overcast evenings
. However, the orientation in about the standard direction was not significant (200º - 0.456, n = 9).
Furthermore, sunset-directed orientation was not observed – because of the directional discrepancy
between the celestial and magnetic compasses?

Synthesis for 2008 sunset experiments under the condition +”overcast/no previous exposure
These experiments - carried out under condition of +”overcast” - were supposed to show more
influence of the magnetic compass than the sunset compass – because the latter was supposed to be
more or less unusable – particular in tests 5B and 6, where natural sky were overcast or almost so.
However, in most cases the orientation of the exp.s was seemingly steered by a compass related to
gN.

Synthesis of 2008 sunset experiments under condition of –“overcast”/previous exposure
Probably, the exp.s display an axial standard/reverse orientation. The compass reference could be
gN or mN. The contemporary orientation of the controls within the deflected fields in +”overcast”
points to gN.
An alternative explanation is one of calibration from a gN compass to a mN compass, or vice
versa. In both cases, the basic direction is not (about) SW (standard) but NW or SE. These
possibilities are considered remote.

Synthesis of the 2008 sunset experiments under condition of +”overcast”/previous exposure
In the cross-experiment the orientation of the controls within the deflected magnetic fields points to
gN as the compass reference in charge.
The orientation of the exp.s in the natural magnetic field is most parsimoniously explained as a
compass course on about SSW calibrated by the sunset compass into the magnetic compass.
In the four standard experiments under an overcast – or almost overcast – natural sky the controls
seemingly show a mixture of standard orientation and a sunset-taxis. One may wonder about the
latter as the test condition was +”overcast”. In the exp.s gN seems to the compass reference in
charge – in spite of the overcast conditions.
In the cross experiment 27 Sep. (no controls) the orientation was compared between exp.s spending
the early sunset period in baskets or cans. The expectation – following the Muheims - was a

calibration in the basket-birds by the sunset compass into the magnetic compass (W- and E-exp.s in
opposite peaks). In the can-birds the orientation should be dominated and steered by the magnetic
compass and both W- and E-exp.s should orient in the standard direction.
There seems to be no difference between basket- and can-exp.s (contrary to the earlier nightexperiment, Fig. ). However, the W- and E-exp.s are found in opposite peaks and it looks like
calibration of a NW-course by a compass related to gN into a magnetic compass. A perhaps more
parsimonious explanation is a general standard(SW)/reverse(NE) axis, where – for some unclear
reason – the W- and E-exp.s are in opposite peaks.

Sunset experiments 2006 through 2008 in summary
Weak indications of compass calibration by a sunset compass into the magnetic compass are found.
gN seems to be the compass reference in charge – also under some/most overcast/”overcast”
conditions. No clear influence was found of collars in the funnel-phase, or baskets/can in the testing
phase.

Other contributions on compass dominance and calibration

Rabøl (2010) discussed – in the following sequence - Sandberg et al. (2000, including Sandberg &
Moore 1996), the Wiltschkos & relatives (Wiltschko & Wiltschko 1975a,b, 1999, 2003, Prinz &
Wiltschko 1992, Weindler et al. (1996, 1998), and Bingman 1987), Able & Able (1995, 1996),
Åkesson et al. (2001, 2002), Muheim & Åkesson (2002), Cochran et al. (2004) and Muheim et al.
(2006a, b).
In the meantime several papers have appeared concerning a) compass conflicts, b) the value of
cage/funnel tests (compared with trackings of free-flying migrants), and 3) the nature of the
magnetic compass.

The Wiltschkos/Muheims controversy.
The findings of Cochran et al. (2004) and Muheim et al. (2006a, b, followed by the 2007-paper
mentioned below) were bound to induce strong reactions from the Wiltschkos who were challenged
right into their heart and central paradigm about the dominance of and calibration by the magnetic
compass.

Muheim et al. (2007) is more or less the same as already reported by Muheim et al. (2006b).
When inspecting their Fig.1 it is clear, that the selection of the orientations in the half circle (A,
upper left) is an invalid procedure – unless the between individual variation is very much higher
than the within individual variation. And the large variation in “Magnetic orientation after

exposure” and the small (bimodal) variation in “Deviations from initial response” are compatible
with such a scenario. However, I have problems with this scenario – recall that 16 out 36 initial
orientations were selected against because they were situated in the opposite half circle – this is an
all too high natural variation between individuals.
I have some further comments:
1) Muheim et al. (2007) in reference to Weindler et al. (1996, 1997) apparently buy the
remarkable proposal that “ - - the star compass by itself only seems to contain information about the
geographic north-south axis, requiring magnetic compass information to establish the populationspecific migratory direction”. This hypothesis tested by Rabøl & Thorup (2006) under the natural
starry sky could not be confirmed (Weindler et al. 1996, 1997 used the artificial and in the
testphase, stationary “16-dots-starry-sky”).
2) Muheim et al. (2007) used rectangular instead of quadratic card board boxes adding to the
possibilities of spurious responses induced by the artificial polarized pattern of the lower part of the
sunset sky.

R. Wiltschko et al. (2008a) is a critical reaction (including new experiments) to the
results/interpretations of Muheim et al. (2006a, b, 2007).
As always, Rosi is a good and clear writer, but – as also always – she is one-eyed and omits or
distorts results if “necessary” for the benefit of her own point of view. Two examples:
1) The interpretation of the results of Cochran et al. (2004) is not reasonable. The common
interpretation (that the magnetic compass is calibrated by the sunset compass) is more
parsimonious.
2) It is mentioned, that “ - - hand-raised Savannah Sparrows were disoriented when tested
outdoors at sunset in a compensated magnetic field (Bingmann 1983), indicating that sunset cues
alone are not sufficient to express the migratory direction”. However, the findings of Rabøl &
Thorup (2006) – and Rabøl & Dabelsten (1983) and Bingman (1984) - are not mentioned to
“balance the dominance” of the magnetic compass. According to these investigations migratory
orientation also develops in juveniles without the presence of a usable and meaningful magnetic
field, i.e. under the condition of celestial cues alone.
Wiltschko et al. (2008a) investigate the claim of the Muheims (2007) that “- - the magnetic
compass in passerine migrants is calibrated by the pattern of polarized light at sunset and sunrise
and that the area just above the horizon is crucial for this calibration”. The Wiltschkos perform a
spring experiment at Armidale with Silvereyes. The birds were caged outdoors in a 90º to
geographical W deflected magnetic field with a view down the horizon at least in some/most
directions. When tested indoors at sunset time there was no calibration of the magnetic
compass. Both as a sample and as individuals (own controls) the exp.s were not different from the
controls. In short I find the procedure, results and conclusions of the Wiltschkos convincing.
Wiltschko et al. (2008a) maintain that “Our present data clearly shows that the heterogenous
results of cue-conflict experiments cannot be attributed to the different view to the horizon”. This
conclusion appears reasonable but in the studies on Christiansø mentioned in “Results” with birds
exposed during sunset/early night in deflected magnetic fields in cans (high horizon) and baskets
(down to the horizon view) there was significant difference in sample mean directions when tested
afterwards during starry nights in the local magnetic field under identical conditions. However, this

difference (a large CCW deflection in the can-birds) could not be understood as a calibration of the
sunset compass by the magnetic compass – or vice versa).

Muheim et al. (2008) starts with a weird consideration obviously proposed for the sake of
explaining something away: Calibrating of the magnetic compass may not occur in funnels because
the birds perhaps should remain stationary during the calibration process, and the birds cannot do so
when hovering up in the middle of the funnel where a view (almost) down to the horizon is
possible.
The authors mean that the recent Silvereye experiments of the Wiltschkos (2008a) “appear to
contradict our results”. However, the results of the Wiltschkos is claimed to be influenced by the
two weeks stay in an outside aviary in the undisturbed magnetic field before the sunset and sunrise
exposures in the shifted magnetic field. Therefore the birds “may have completed calibration of
their compass systems prior to the cue conflict exposures. Previous studies have shown that once
calibration of a compass system is completed, updating the calibration (e.g. when the birds are
exposed to a new cue conflict) may require several days of exposure”. This is a rather sick
argument as the same argument could be used for any pre-state of birds flying around in the free,
and in most studies the cue conflict period has been short as in the study of the Wiltschkos (and in
general people agree that recalibration may take place every sunset/early night). Anyway, in Rabøl
(2010) exp.s held for several days/weeks in deflected magnetic fields and tested in the normal
magnetic field showed no calibration.
The authors also say that the Wiltchkos in their Silvereye-exp.s should had tested whether the
magnetic compass calibrated the celestial compasses. At least the Wiltschkos believe in this
scenario, and I agree on the remark. This had strengthened the results of the experiments.
The authors also say “Regardless of the explanation for the magnetic loft experiments, there is no
reason to believe that these findings suggest a reinterpretation of Cochran et al.´s findings”.
Again I agree.

R. Wiltschko et al. (2008b) starts with the remark; “There is agreement that birds can recalibrate
celestial cues – stars and the polarization pattern – by use of the magnetic field, if they can see the
central art of the sky. Muheim et al. (2006a, b) claim, however, that birds recalibrate the magnetic
course by the pattern of polarization at sunrise and sunset, if they can see the area just above the
horizon”. At least concerning me (JR) there is no such an agreement, because in the experiments of
mine the star compass was never calibrated by the magnetic compass.
The Wiltschkos also say “Assigning particular importance to the area just above horizon makes
little sense, when considering the degree of polarization of the natural sky – it has its maximum,
about 70%, at the zenith, but is substantially less near the horizon (Wehner 1982) with the amount
depending strongly of the haze in the atmosphere. Also, as we have already pointed out, assuming a
reversal of the calibration processes depending on whether or not the birds can see the sky just
above horizon is counter-intuitive and makes no sense”. I agree – but a compass reference near
zenith is less appropriate – other things being equal – than a one close to the horizon. However as
remarked the logic in this “reversal of the calibration processes” is weird.
The Wiltschkos say that the Muheims rely heavily in their down-to-the-horizon hypothesis on the
paper of Able & Able (1995a, Nature) though it is not clear in this paper whether the birds could see
down to the horizon. Furthermore, another Able & Able paper (1995b, J. Comp. Physiol.)
”describes how handraised savannah sparrows recalibrated their magnetic compass to polarized

light when in Emlens funnels”. Remember, that the Muheims include stay in funnels as resulting in
shielding of the significant lower part of the sky).
Then the Wiltschkos of course challenge the Muheims for 1) the illegal SE-selection of birds from
their randomly oriented sample. Furthermore, 2) the ad hoc argument about the completed compass
calibration in the Silvereyes (Wiltschko et al. 2008a) when held prior to the experiments in the
outdoor aviary. Concerning the latter, the Wiltschkos add that the birds could not see down to the
horizon – nor spot the test site – from the aviary where held prior to the indoor testings. The
Wiltschkos say that the Muheims “originally argue that the magnetic compass would be regularly
recalibrated by the polarization pattern, but faced with the discrepancy between findings, now
change their argumentation in favour of existing stable calibrations”.
The conclusion of mine is that the Muheims often are not reliable in their treatment and
argumentation; they distort if possible and also sometimes when not possible. Just like the
Wiltschkos who (Rosi?) furthermore, become(s) very angry when opposed. The whole compassconflict field has changed into something rather unfriendly, and people are driven too far by their
own ambitions and favourite cues.
A final point of mine should be that we need experiments demonstrating whether we have an inborn
coupling between the standard direction and a sunrise/sunset compass, i.e. experiments excluding
the possible calibration of the magnetic compass or stellar compass (the sunrise compass). Perhaps
there some old experiments by Moore or Bingman?

Muheim et al. (2009) starts with the interesting claim: “Because of the changing relationship
between magnetic and geographic North, birds need to calibrate the different compass systems with
respect to each other on a regular basis to prevent navigational errors”. However, this is not an
absolute demand only – perhaps – a reasonable argument, but in the natural world it only has
relevance in high North America. Furthermore, if so (and the Muheims would like it) it should
always be the magnetic compass which is the calibrated one.
The Muheims continue their down-to-the-horizon thoughts and present new experiments where the
sunset (sunrise) and magnetic compasses are in a CW or CCW 90º conflict caused by a) shift in
magnetic N and b) shift in the polarization pattern. Both treatments leads in principle to the same
results – in three experimental series (1) shifted magnetic field, sunrise, autumn, (2) shifted
polarization pattern, sunrise, autumn and (3) shifted polarization pattern, sunset, spring. The species
considered is White-throated Sparrow trapped – probably – on migration on the southern bank of
Lake Ontario.
In all three series the orientation of the (birds treated as their own) controls was axial NNW/SSE
(in two series just significant as P = 0.05). Of course the authors tell nothing about the standard
direction which is about NNE-NE in spring and SSW-SW in autumn, i.e. the responses are close to
axial right-angle (as often seems to be the case in orientation experiments with North-American
sparrows). Following exposure to the conflict the birds (as in the control mood) were tested
indoors (i.e. without celestial cues available) and the sample orientation shifted to the random with
more or less clear tendencies in the patterns to an about axial 90º shift. However, if the
orientations were expressed as their own controls a significant axial “E/W”-pattern arose in
all three constellations, and in all three cases the sample concentration was higher than in the
respective sample series. The latter is counter-intuitive as there will be noise both in the directional
selection and then further noise in the reaction to the conflict (individual differences in the reaction
to the treatment). However, if the between individual variation is (much) higher than the within

variation the outcome found makes sense. Clearly, a much higher between individual variation is
unexpected – but as earlier mentioned (the comment of mine to Muheim et al. 2007) the Muheims
already presupposed it (uncommented, undocumented and implicit) once when selecting all
orientations between SW over N to NE away. Perhaps they manipulated their material – not
necessarily in a conscious way - to fit their expectation.
In conclusion, the results presented show – convincingly – that the sparrows calibrate their
magnetic compass from the sunrise/sunset-compasses, but it was not shown that the view down to
the horizon is crucial.

Other investigations on compass conflicts
Huttunen (2009) captured Redwings in eastern Finland in Sep./Oct. 1999-2001. The birds were
tested same night or next night, and both funnel-experiments and releases with a light-stick in the
tail (following immediately after the funnel experiments) were carried out. The funnel experiments
started 10 min.s after sunset, lasted for 1 hour, and were carried out under a clear sky or an overcast
sky (sometimes also manipulated + “overcast”, i.e. under a translucent but not transparent cover), in
a) the natural magnetic field, or b) a 90º CCW deflected magnetic field, or c) an inverted magnetic
field.
The funnel experiments in principle could tell us which compass is the dominant one, whereas the
orientation of the released birds just as in the case of Sandberg et al. (2000) could say something
about a possible calibration from one compass to another.
In the funnels, the controls were significant SW-WSW-oriented under a clear sky and disoriented
(WNW/ESE) under an overcast sky. In the exp.s both 90º CCW-deflected groups were disoriented
(W and N-NNE, respectively). In the inverted field groups (called “reversed vertical”) the clear sky
group oriented significantly in W-WNW, and the overcast group was significantly oriented in
NNW-N (P < 0.05).
If the three samples under overcast conditions are summed the mean vector in reference to
magnetic N (and an inclination compass) is 163º - 0.227 (n = 38) or – if the three overcast bimodals
(Fig.2) are added - 108º/288º - 0.202 (n = 41). Huttunen seems unaware about this general
insignificance under overcast conditions – i.e. only in his selected case of an inverted magnetic field
is the orientation significant – and considered in isolation also indicative of the action of an
inclination compass.
Under a clear sky the birds oriented close to W in all three conditions and clearly a compass
related to geographical N is the dominant one; there is no obvious influence of a magnetic compass.
As emphasized by Huttunen a sunset taxis seems involved obscuring the probable influence of a
sunset(stellar) compass.
Huttunen interpreted the unchanged orientation from the cage to release in the two magnetic
treatments as an indication of a calibration of a geographical N compass by the magnetic compass.
This is a possible interpretation. However, a more parsimonious interpretation is one of a dominant
gN related compass in both cages and releases.
Summing up, there is no overall indication of a magnetic compass in action, and the focus on an
inclination compass in action is pre-mature. Rabøl et al. (2002) is mentioned but not for its many
indications of a non-existing inclination compass. As W. Wiltschko “offered constructive comments
on the manuscript” this omission is not surprising. Wiltschko & Wiltschko (2005) had no reference
to Rabøl et al. 2002. Anyway, Huttunen recognized that “complexity and inconsistency in the

orientation results or the magnetic field perception has been discussed”. Furthermore, “A reversal
of the inclination of the magnetic field has often resulted in a reversal of the direction, as observed
in many analysed species”. One should notice the word many, i.e. not in all.

Gaggini et al. (2010) is an important and – as typical for the Italians – a thorough and honest
contribution. However, the results are not that clear, and when the authors conclude that the
magnetic compass is the dominant one (see below) no one could be surprised as the birds were
tested under conditions where (the possibility for use of) the celestial compasses were absent.
Anyway, the results are not supporting that a sunrise/sunset compass calibrates the magnetic
compass – though the claimed conditions (following the Muheims) of a view-down-to-the-horizon
in the pre-test exposition was fulfilled.
The experiments – in their “construction” - much resemble the abovementioned experiments by
Muheim, Phillips & Deutschlander (2009), and in the Abstract we read. “The polarization pattern
was shifted (+-90º) with filters, whereas the magnetic field was altered (+90º) through Helmholtz
coils. The birds were tested in modified Emlen funnels both before and after the cue conflict; during
the tests, only the natural magnetic field was available. This protocol was designed to test whether
the experimental birds recalibrated their magnetic compass on the directional information derived
from the light polarization pattern when the region near the horizon was visible during the conflict.
Contrary to this expectation, we did record not any significant shift in magnetic orientation after
one or repeated exposures to the cue conflict. Our results support earlier studies, which suggest
that the magnetic field is the primary compass during the migratory period”.
The Italians talk about the band of maximum polarization called BMP. “The position of this
intersection (between BMP and the horizon) depends neither on the height of the horizon nor on
local topography and could therefore be used as a reliable calibration reference”. The build in
message in this sentence is that claim of the Muheims of the necessity of a view-down–to-thehorizon seems unnecessary and illogical.
Pied Flycatchers were mist-netted on migration in April/May on one of the Pontino islands
(between Italy and Corse). The birds were mostly low fat-scored and held in captivity for 3-6 days
and as a sample showed an about 30% weight increase during captivity.
“Our experimental procedure was as follows:
1. The magnetic orientation of pied flycatchers was firstly recorded on the day following capture,
between 20 min before and 70 min after sunset, under simulated overcast conditions (Test 1).

2. Birds were then exposed to conflicting directional information from visual and magnetic
cues.
3. Birds were tested again at sunset in the same condition as Test1, to see whether they
recalibrated their magnetic compass during the cue-conflict exposure (Test2)”.
On top of the 35 cm opening funnels (inner height 21 cm) were plastic netting “fixed to a
cylindrical, 60- mm-high plastic ring. To prevent birds from seeing any celestial cues, funnels were
covered with 3-mm-thick milky Plexiglas lids (Sandberg et al. 1988a). The experimental trials
lasted 40 min.”
“Cue-conflict exposures were carried out 20 min before and 70 min after sunrise or sunset.
Exposures lasted 40 min and were carried out in an open area, where the birds could see the
horizon. Cages were placed on wooden stands 80 cm above the ground. The view to the horizon

was unrestricted except for a few bushes and a small building towards S-SE. After exposure, the
birds were returned to their indoor cages and prevented from seeing any visual cue before Test2”.
Magnetic protocol
The magnetic field was deflected 90º clockwise, i.e. mN = gE. “Cue-conflict exposures were
performed either at sunrise or sunset. Each bird was exposed to the cue conflict only once between
Test1 (second day of captivity) and Test2 (third day of captivity in the sunrise or fourth day in the
sunset protocols)”.
The expectation if calibration of the magnetic compass is a 90º counterclockwise deflection in
Test2 after the exposure, i.e. the orientation should change from about N (Test1) to W(Test2).
The results (Table 1, Fig.3) are rather muddy. In Test1 the sample orientation is bimodal 80º/260º –
0.25* (n = 57, P = 0.03). However, distinguishing between sunrise and sunset exposures the sample
orientation is random and clear bimodal 80º/260º, respectively. The Test2 the orientation is NNENE (36º – 0.25*, n = 58, P = 0.03), and there seems to be no significant differences between the
sunrise and sunset exposures. If Test2 is expressed as function of Test1 there is no significant
change in orientation ( -25º – 0.22, n = 56, P = 0.08). However there is a difference between N- and
S-birds where N means orientation between W and E (over N) in the Test1 condition. The
orientation of the N-birds is -16º – 0.36* (n = 30, P = 0.02) and of the S-birds -7º/173º – 0.24 (n =
26, P < 0.20). Clearly, there also is a difference between sunrise and sunset exposures. The former
display clear “N” orientation, the latter are bimodal “N/S”. In conclusion, though rather muddy
results there is no sign of a calibration of the magnetic compass – though the small, insignificant
shift is to the expected side.
Polarized light protocol
The light from the lower part of the sky was polarized by filters on four sides in a box (sides 90
times 90 cm, height 40 cm) covered on top with milky plexiglass “that barred polarized light from
above”. Four small cages with birds were placed inside the big box. “When vertical filters were
aligned with the solar azimuth, the caged birds perceived their BMP shifted by +- 90 degrees
relative to natural conditions”.
“Birds were assigned to two experimental groups: (a) birds exposed once to cue conflict at sunrise
of the third day of captivity (Fig. 1b); and (b) birds exposed for three consecutive sunrises (third to
fifth days of captivity) to cue conflict and for two consecutive sunsets (third to fourth days of
captivity) to natural conditions (vertical filters aligned with BMP) (Fig. 1c). The aim of this last
experiment was to test whether the intersection of BMP and horizon could also provide the bird
with an absolute compass reference”. The absolute compass reference talked about is the
geographical N/S axis – which (i.e. gN) under condition (b) described above will be deflected 45º to
the right (NE) compared to mN (because sunrise BMP shifts from SSE/NNW to ENE/WSW, and
the mean between the latter and the sunset BMP NNE/SSW is NE). Confused? Clearly, you have to
think about it.
“With the polarized light protocols, we predicted a 90 degree shift for birds exposed once to the
shifted BMP (Fig. 1b), while for birds repeatedly exposed to the cue conflict, two alternative
responses were possible”. If the birds are recalibrating their magnetic compass only according to
the last (sunrise) BMP seen before Test2 they should behave like the (a) birds and a 90º clockwise
shift is expected. Alternatively, we should expect an averaging and thus a 45º clockwise shift.
Reasons are also given for at third possibility – a 45º counterclockwise shift - including interaction
of the biological clock. I do not quite understand this third possibility, but never mind it seems
remote. The authors also expect the possibility for axial bimodalities (because of the axial character
of the BMP). However, the sunset/sunrise positions could “infer in which side of the BMP the

geographic north lies”. The biological clock could help to make the same choice. Summing up, the
expectation of (a) is straightforward, whereas the outcome of (b) is more unpredictable. Anyway,
we expect a shift (which however may be difficult to “prove” if only 45º).
The results of (a) is – also – rather muddy (Table 1, Fig.4). The Test1 orientation is random (-35º –
0.15, n = 33, P = 0.50). The Test2 orientation is also random (50º/230º – 0.26, n = 33, P = 0.10).
Test2 as function of Test1 is, however, significant (-2º – 0.34, n = 33, P = 0.02). If distinguishing
between N- and S-birds (in Test1) the former N-birds shows no shift (-8º – 0.34, P = 0.05, n = 20. I
dot not quite understand how could be P = 0.05, as according to the Rayleigh test z = 2.31
corresponding to a P about 0.1). On the contrary, the former S-birds are insignificantly axial
oriented (43º/223º – 0.41, P = 0.1, n = 13).
The results of (b) is not easy to interprete the Test1 orientation (Table 1, Fig.5a) is 68º – 0.38, P =
0.02, n = 28) whereas the Test2 orientation (Table 1, Fig.5b) is -13º – 0.48, P = 0.001, n = 28). This
could be a weak indication of the – difficultly understood and remote – third possibility reaction
mentioned above (predicting a 45º counterclockwise shift). However, if the birds are expressed as
their own controls the sample mean vector is random (Table 1, Fig.5c) 288º – 0.13, P = 0.6, n = 28).
Anyway, distinguishing between former N- an S-birds the former shows a significant tendency
(Tab.1, Fig.5d) -35º – 0.46, P = 0.03, n = 17, whereas the former S-birds shows an about opposite
tendency (Table 1, Fig.5d) 170º – 0.48, P = 0.08, n = 11.
The overall conclusion of the Polarized light control tests is that there are no clear signs of a
calibration of the magnetic compass. Perhaps this is not surprising as the individual birds may
behave according to the three rather different possibilities producing a bewildering sample pattern.
Discussion
The important – and reasonable – conclusion is that “Our results indicated that pied flycatchers did
not recalibrate their magnetic compass on the skylight polarization pattern, although the region
near the horizon was clearly visible during the conflict”. Furthermore “the similar results obtained
under different protocols indicated that the way the conflict is obtained was irrelevant, and thus we
could exclude possible artifacts”. I agree.
However, I do not agree when the authors further conclude that “The present data seem to
confirm the dominant role of the magnetic field during migration”. Clearly, the basic conditions
for making such a statement is not present as the birds were tested under conditions where celestial
orientation was not possible. In fact, it was not even demonstrated that the compass reference for
the orientation was the magnetic field as all experiments were carried out in the normal magnetic
field, i.e. mN = gN. However, there is no reason to suspect the presence of other compass
references than the magnetic field.

Chernetsov et al. (2011) investigated Songtrushes Turdus philomelos trapped during migration and
tested at Rybashi at the Baltic south coast (including 5 birds released inland, spring at Melnikovo
SW of Rybashi). Only two birds were followed per night: One control and one exp. The number of
birds was low (7 controls and 8 exp.s spring, and 6 controls and 5 exp.s autumn).

The birds were caged for one week before released and tracked by radio and were in good fatty
condition. In spring the exp.s received a magnetic field where magnetic N was deflected 120º
counterclockwise. In autumn the field was deflected 120º clockwise.
In spring the orientation was significantly NNE in both groups, and in autumn significantly SW
and WSW, respectively, i.e. there was no trace of calibration neither from a magnetic to a star
compass, nor from a sunset to a magnetic compass. The conclusion of the authors is that the birds
“show a simple domination of either the magnetic or the stellar compass”. I agree; we do not
know which of these compasses.
It is concluded, that the geographical NE/SW-orientation of the Courish Spit had no influence on
the orientation – as there was no difference in orientation of the 5 birds from Melnikovo and the 10
birds from Rybashi during spring. I agree by and large, but perhaps there was some co-influence.
The sample concentrations were surprisingly high (0.97, 0.94, 0.95, 0.92) and as the orientation
both spring and autumn was close to the standard direction the amount of wind-drift must had been
very small, i.e. all the releases were in calm or nearly calm weather. However, there is no report on
the wind-vectors during release. This is a clear mistake or omission which should not be passed
un-noticed.
The next point leads to the next heading and the papers of Guilford et al. (2011) and Thorup et al.
(2010) as Chernetsov et al. (2011) consider their release method superior to funnel experiments. “—
when we consider any orientation data obtained by the Emlen funnel method, we should take into
account the fact that (i) not every kind of activity in Emlen cages represents migratory restlessness
and, therefore, only second-order individual directions, i.e. those averaged over many orientation
tests, can bring biologically relevant data about actual orientation in the wild, and (ii) in an
orientation cage a bird has access to a simplified cue environment that may cause artefacts, e.g.
phototactic responses.
A growing community of avian biologists support the idea that cue hierarchy hypotheses should be
qualified in the wild on naturally behaving migrants”. Most argumentations are small talk, and as
emphasized the authors “forget” to tell about the (amount of) wind-drift in their releases (there will
always - except in absolute calm and following winds - be some drift by the wind). Perhaps all their
releases were in following winds? This could explain the high sample concentrations.

Funnel experiments contra tracking of free-flying migrants
Guilford et al. (2011) is an interesting paper though influenced and compromised by some of the
compass dinosaurs. Furthermore, the usual phobia against a) true navigation in juvenile birds and
b) celestial navigation is prominent. Also, the usual overrating of magnetic navigation.
The key word is MIGRATORY NAVIGATION (“ - - studying navigation during migration itself
on an unprecedented scale”). The term “navigation” should be understood in the broad American
way meaning (both) compass orientation and/or true navigation (or an unexplained mixture).
The message is that all the new tracking possibilities have improved the scene dramatically. My
commentary: Certainly, but perhaps not so much and profound as emphasized.
The implicit observation is that ringing - at best - produces a single recovery/position per bird.
Now the geographic positions of birds followed by tracking may be plotted displaying the

migratory progress of single birds for months or years. As emphasized by K. Thorup (pers.comm.)
the new technologies have demonstrated that the former perception of (a rather) straight migratory
progress and a single well-defined wintering area seems to be misleading: The migratory progress is
mostly not straight and sometimes there are profound individual differences within a population.
Furthermore, several “wintering areas” may be present – or expressed a little differently: Birds from
a certain population often seems to move between fixed “goals” in a much extended wintering area
(in fact, this has long-time been known (e.g. Ngulia) for some species (e.g. Marsh Warbler) staying
first some months in Ethiopia and then later on proceeding to the “final” winter quarter in SouthAfrica).
More explicitly, funnel/cage experiments are (supposed to be too) removed in time and
circumstances from the migratory progress itself. However – not mentioned in the paper – many
funnel experiments are carried out with birds just taken out of their migratory progress and tested
under field conditions within few hours/days following their capture. Such birds supposedly display
(something identical or close to) “migratory navigation”. Furthermore, on the positive side of funnel
birds these could be a) experimentally manipulated, and are b) not wind-drifted as tracked birds
(mostly) are. The first but not the last point is mentioned in the paper.
The inherent problem (which is understood in principle though probably not grasped to a full extent
by the authors) is that (the supposed mechanisms behind) so called contrast-reactions/patterns may
be and often are spurious. As an example the sudden shift to E-orientation of the juvenile Eleonora
Falcons of Gschweng et al. could be interpreted as a(n appropriate) reaction to the arrival to and
sensing of magnetic equator/horizontal inclination. And it probably will be when someone in the
remote future dare refer to this investigation. In Guilford et al. (2011) the Gschweng et al. trackingpaper is not referred to, probably because it clearly shows that juvenile birds in their first autumn
and in the end of autumn navigate towards Madagascar as a goal. However, contrast-reactions in
free-flying migrants are weaker indications of suspected causal relations than controlled
experimental manipulations carried out as funnel tests. It is a common observation in biology that
every observed pattern may be explained (or explained away) in favour of almost every hypothesis.
A biased presentation in the Guilford et al. (2011) should be mentioned: The papers of Fischer et al.
(2003) and Freake et al. (2006) are dealt with because they could be – and are - interpreted in terms
of magnetic navigation (in experienced birds), whereas the much clearer results of Rabøl (1998) and
Thorup & Rabøl (2007) are not mentioned – probably because they are indicative of stellar
navigation (in juvenile birds).

Thorup et al. (2010) is a balanced paper which dare to refer to and draw (though “intrinsically”)
the conclusion of the Gschweng et al. paper. Though rather traditional it also refers to Thorup &
Rabøl (2007). A good literature survey, which recommend “going wild”, i.e. move to radio/satellitetrackings. There is some focus on the discrepancy between Sandberg et al. (2000) and Cochran et
al. (2004): “The discrepancy between the two experiments is striking and warrants further
investigation to ascertain whether it is due to differences among species, to availability of cues (e.g.
differences in declination, Bingman et al. 2003) or to the experimental setup”. The reference to the
declination-consideration is small talk and far out, but I consider the comment as a mild signal that
something is considered wrong/peculiar in the Sandberg-experiments: a) Perhaps the stars were first
available as a compass reference very late and for a short time only in the cage-tests. b) Perhaps the
birds cannot express sunset-orientation in the orientation-cage (not funnel) of the Sandbergs. c)
Perhaps the birds are much wind-drifted at release – and by accident in a direction which in a

spurious way follow the expectation of a calibration from the magnetic to the stellar compass. The
problem always is that if (a significant part of) the results fit the expectation (which often is
dominance of and calibration by the magnetic compass) then people are all too willing to consider
the results as unbiased. People are mostly only critical if the results are not fitting their hypothesis.

The magnetic compass
R. Wiltschko et al. (2011) is not about compass calibration but important in another connection.
SUMMARY
“The avian magnetic compass is an inclination compass that appears to be based on radical pair
processes. It requires light from the short-wavelength range of the spectrum up to 565 nm green
light; under longer wavelengths, birds are disoriented. When pre-exposed to longer wavelengths for
1 h, however, they show oriented behaviour. This orientation is analyzed under 582 nm yellow light
and 645 nm red light in the present study: while the birds in spring prefer northerly directions, they
do not show southerly tendencies in autumn. Inversion of the vertical component does not have an
effect whereas reversal of the horizontal component leads to a corresponding shift, indicating that a
polar response to the magnetic field is involved. Oscillating magnetic fields in the MHz range do
not affect the behaviour but anesthesia of the upper beak causes disorientation. This indicates that
the magnetic information is no longer provided by the radical pair mechanism in the eye but by the
magnetite-based receptors in the skin of the beak. Exposure to long-wavelength light thus does not
expand the spectral range in which the magnetic compass operates but instead causes a different
mechanism to take over and control orientation”.
An interesting paper which possibly means that the Wiltschkos – as rather usual – have been too
early out with their generalizations extending these into laws of nature. Of course, there is no
reference to Rabøl et al. (2002) where a magnetic inclination compass could not be demonstrated.
Clearly, the results of the present paper is a bomb under their repeated claim that the magnetic
compass is of the inclination type (see also Huttunen above). However, the claim is happily saved at
least for a while by another claim that some kind of oriented responses should not be considered
migratory compass orientations.
In INTRODUCTION the first sentence is “The avian compass is an inclination compass: the birds
do not use the polarity of the magnetic field - - - “. This inclination compass could be demonstrated
“only under light from the short-wavelength end of the spectrum, from below 370 nm ultraviolet to
about 567 nm green light (Muheim et al., 2002). From 580 nm yellow light onward, birds were no
longer oriented (for a review, see Wiltschko, R. et al., 2010a). Interesting, when migratory birds
had been pre-exposed to red light for 1 h prior to testing, they were oriented also under red light –
the exposure to red light seemed to have conferred the ability to detect magnetic directions under
longer wavelengths (Wiltschko, W. et al., 2004)”. Comments of mine: In fact, bimodal right-angle
orientation – not appreciated/detected by the Wiltschkos - is apparent sometimes in their older
published red light samples.
The Wiltschkos refer to socalled “fixed direction responses” which are “a second type of
directional response to the magnetic field (which) has been observed under extreme light

conditions, such as bright monochromatic light, bichromatic lights combining short-wavelength
and yellow light or in total darkness”. “They differ from normal migratory orientation, being fixed
in the sense that they do not show the seasonal change between spring and autumn” - - - “they are
indeed fundamentally different from normal compass: they are polar responses to the magnetic
field”.
The Wiltschkos end up with a kind of proposal that the upper beak magnetite polarity-based
receptors are an old compass mechanism which now is taken over by an eye-based inclination
compass (“Some authors like, e.g. Kirschvink and colleages, propose that they also provide the
directional information for the avian magnetic compass”). Apparently, they still believe in
magnetite based gradient navigation mediated from the upper beak region. Their conclusion is “The
magnetite-based receptors thus do not seem to be involved in the magnetic compass; they normally
provide information on the magnetic intensity, and only under very unusual light conditions not
occurring in nature, do they appear to make birds head into specific directions”.
Apparently, it does not occur to the Wiltschkos that a polarity compass from the beak region could
be the Kramerian compass in the process of magnetic gradient navigation.

In summary
The Muheims still report compass calibrations by a sunset compass into the magnetic compass.
They even strength their former findings by carrying out the compass conflict in two different ways
(changing the magnetic field or changing the polarization pattern of the sky).
However, the findings of the Muheims cannot be confirmed by the Wiltschkos, Huttunen,
Chernetsov et al. nor Gaggini et al.
In both Huttunen and Gaggini et al. the importance of the magnetic compass is overrated.
Several authors have remarks on the – supposed – inferiority of the funnel method for finding out
the mechanisms behind migratory orientation. Their proposal of a better way – tracking of freeflying birds – is however not an alternative but a supplement to the funnel method.

Comparison with the Endelave investigation 2001 and 2002, Rabøl (2010)
Rabøl (2010) carried out similar night experiments with three groups of juvenile Pied Flycatchers
and Redstarts on Endelave in 2001 and 2002. The birds were trapped as migrants on Christiansø
and then displaced to Endelave where caged for several days or even weeks; a control group in the
natural magnetic field and a group of exp.s within magnetic fields where magnetic N was deflected
towards geographical W or E. When caged the birds were most of the time exposed for the celestial
sky and from time to time the birds were taken out for testing in the funnels under conditions as
standard and cross experiments as described in the present paper.
In short, the main difference between Endelave 2001-2002 and Christiansø 2006-2011 was the
long term stay within the deflected magnetic field i.e. the birds at Endelave were exposed much
longer time for the conflict between the magnetic and celestial compasses before tested in the
funnels.
The main findings of Rabøl (2010) was that no compass calibrations were carried. Furthermore,
normally a compass related to gN – probably a stellar compass – was dominant, but sometimes a
magnetic compass was dominant or had clear co-influence but then the orientation – in reference to

mN - was reverse the standard direction. We do not know the reason for that observation but in
principle two (kinds of) explanations are possible: 1) the reversal is based in the motivation or 2)
the way of sensing mN is influenced by the discrepancy between magnetic N and celestial N.

Concluding remarks
In course of the ontogenetic development of the orientation system of a migrant bird it seems
reasonable that there could be some kind of calibration from one kind of compass to another –
though both a magnetic compass (Wiltschko & Wiltschko 1972) and a stellar compass rooted in the
rotational point (Rabøl & Dabelsteen 1983, Bingman 1984, and Able & Able 1996) are seemingly
inborn. As far as I know there are no investigations dealing with the question whether a sun
compass and a sunrise/sunset compass are also inherited (birds growing up without access to the
stars and magnetic field).
People seems to agree that the sunset/early night period is paramount for compass calibrations and
for decisions which compass should be the dominant one for the next about 24 hours.
I do not believe in this scenario. I do not even know whether compass calibrations are important
after some initial calibrations. For a medium-distance migrant like a Scandinavian Robin Erithacus
rubecula – and the same hold by and large true for a long-distance migrant like a Scandinavian Pied
Flycatcher Ficedula hypoleuca - there are only minor differences within their all year home-range
between the directions of the magnetic and celestial gradients. Anyway, I think it is important that
the compasses from time to time are controlled, compared and checked out. But there is no logic
that such behaviour should restricted to a short daily period – and there is no need it should happen
once per day. So in short I am not sure that studies on compass calibrations are good and necessary
science. Perhaps we should change our efforts to more relevant investigations – and be more open
minded than to day where people are more interested in proving their one eyed favourite hypotheses
on the behalf of neutral and objective interpretations of the results.
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Fig.1: The upper left figure depicts unimodal SW-orientation in reference to the
dominating and calibrating deflected magnetic compass. Later on when tested in the
natural magnetic field during night the birds orient bimodally NW/SE in reference to
geo.N/stellar N (upper right), whereas the magnetic compass is unused. In the lower
left figure the orientation during sunset/early night is depicted if the stellar compass
is the dominating and calibrating compass. Later on during night (lower right figure)
the orientation in the natural magnetic field will be bimodally NW/SE in reference to
magnetic N (and also stellar N which is inactive and just follows magnetic N).
This is the optimal set-up for demonstrating calibration between the compasses
during sunset/early night. If the calibrating compass is magnetic N then the Wdeflected birds will constitute the SE-peak, whereas in a stellar calibrating compass
system the W-deflected birds will constitute the NW-peak.

Fig.2: A tree-frame (45 times 80 cm, long axis SE/NW) with magnetic coils as seen
from above with a funnel in the middle. The four small black quadrates symbolize the
80 cm long “legs” directed downwards (into the paper) for connecting with the lower
part of the tree-frame resting on the table. An additional tree-frame (without coils,
long axis SW/NE) was fitted into the coil tree-frame as shown. The dotted crosses
symbolize four “legs” (37.5 cm) directed downwards (into the paper). This
arrangement turns a bilateral symmetry as seen by a bird in a funnel into radial
symmetry.

Fig.3: A funnel with 8 cm high collar screening for a horizontal view of the sky.

Fig.4: Survey of the orientation on the single nights, 2006 in the four constellations:
a) controls in natural magnetic field, b) exp.s in natural magnetic field, c) controls
in deflected magnetic fields, and d) exp.s in deflected magnetic fields. In the
deflected fields the orientation is depicted in reference to both geographical N and
magnetic N (in the natural magnetic field geographical N = magnetic N).
If the sample distribution of the nightly directions is considered unimodal a dot
refers to the direction of the nightly sample mean vector. A black dot refers to high
concentration, and a white dot to low concentration. On the majority of nights the
distribution looks bimodal and in such cases we have calculated/estimated the mean
directions of the two peaks, which almost never were (exactly) 180º apart. If the
number of nightly directions in the two peaks were (close to) the same we indicated
the means with two medium-sized crosses. On other nights one of the peaks
contained at least 2/3 of the directions and is marked with a large cross – and the
minor peak then with a small cross.
In the natural magnetic field the orientation is bimodal NNE/SSW. In the controls
four of eight nights have two peaks of about the same size reflecting the spurious
influence of the position of the funnels (see the text). In the exp.s the spurious
influence of funnel-position is much smaller – reflected by equal-sized peaks in only
one out of six nights. We do not know the reason for this difference, but the
important observation/conclusion is that there seemingly is a NNE/SSW

standard/reverse axis of genuine migratory orientation – somewhat modified by
spurious N/S/influences.
In the deflected magnetic fields the same NNE/SSW axis – though less obvious –
is glimpsed in both controls and exp.s in reference to geographical N. The patterns in
reference to magnetic N are more blurred but if anything a SE/NW axis is glimpsed.
The conclusion should be that stellar N is the steering (or at least the dominant)
compass reference.
An interesting observation is that the amount of reverse orientation ("NNE") in both
natural and deflected magnetic fields is more prominent in the controls compared
with the exp.s.

Fig.5: All experiments 2006.
In the upper left the controls tested in the natural magnetic field. The distribution is
clearly axial and doubling the angles leads to 16º/196º - 0.308* (n = 60).
The three other distributions show the Exp.s tested within the deflected magnetic
fields depicted in reference to paper N (lower left), geographical N (upper right), or
magnetic N (lower right).
The distribution in reference to pN looks axial but is not statistically significant,
286º/116º - 0.189 (n = 57). Treating the distribution as unimodal leads to a slightly
larger sample concentration, 318º - 0.233 (n = 56).
The sample mean vector in reference to gN is 136º - 0.246* (n = 56). The
distribution looks somewhat bimodal with a third modus in SE. However, doubling
the angles leads to 31º/211º – 0.163 (n = 57).
The sample mean vector in reference to mN is 316º - 0.072 (n = 56). In fact, it looks
weakly bimodal and doubling the angles improves to 121º/301º - 0.163 (n = 57).

Fig.6: Exp.s tested in the natural magnetic field Aug. 28 2006. The combined
sample mean vector is 351º - 0.828*** (n = 16). Clearly, there is no significant
difference between W-exp.s (346º - 0.765*, n = 8) and E-exp.s (355º - 0.897***, n =
8).

Fig.7: Exp.s tested in the natural magnetic field 21 – 26 Sep. 2006. Only basketbirds are considered. The distribution of the W-deflected birds looks bimodal and
doubling the angles leads to a mean vector of 240º/60º - 0.638* (n = 10). If not
doubling the angles the sample mean vector is 234º - 0.517 (n = 10). The mean vector
of the E-deflected birds is 214º - 0.677** (n = 12), or after doubling the angles
211º/31º - 0. 455 (n = 12). If the W- and E-deflected birds are combined the sample
mean vector is 222º - 0.595*** (n = 22).

Fig.8: As Fig.7 but now only can-birds considered. The sample mean vector of the
W-deflected birds is 145º - 0.649** (n = 11). Doubling the angles leads to a much
small concentration (170º/350º - 0.299, n = 12). The sample mean vector of the Edeflections is 174º - 0.702* (n = 9). Doubling the angles improves the description
(180º/360º - 0.727**, n = 10). If the W- and E-deflected birds are combined the
sample mean vector is 159º - 0.652*** (n = 20). The difference between the two
combined sample mean vectors of Figs.8-9 is significant (P < 0.01, Watson-Williams
test). The same holds true concerning the difference between the two sample mean
vectors of the W-deflected birds considered separately, whereas the difference
between the two E-deflected samples is just not significant at the 0.05 level.

Fig.9: Controls in deflected magnetic fields on 16, 21, 24 and 26 Sep. 2006. The
figure to the left depicts the orientation of the W-deflected controls. The sample
mean vector is 50º - 0.467 (n = 10), or if doubling the angles 40º/220º - 0.357 (n =
11). The figure to the right depicts the orientation of the E-deflected controls. The
sample mean vector is 159º - 0.108 (n = 11), or if doubling the angles 33º/213º 0.500 (n = 11). If the two distributions are added together the sample mean vector –
after doubling the angles – is 36º/216º - 0.425* (n = 22). If depicted in reference to
magnetic N the single night directions (and sample mean vectors) of the W-deflected
and E-deflected birds should be rotated 90º clockwise and 90º counterclockwise,
respectively, i.e. an overall “SE/NW” pattern arises (126º/306º - 0.425*).

Fig.10: On 9, 12, 16 and 18 September 2007 experiments were carried out in under a
clear starry night sky. The controls were tested in the undisturbed magnetic field,
and the exp.s in the deflected magnetic fields. A denotes the orientation of the
controls: The sample mean vector is 201º - 0.591*** (n = 27). The orientation of the
exp.s in reference to paper N (B) is 345º - 0.205 (n = 24), or after doubling the
angles 95º/275º - 0.338* (n = 28). The orientation of the exp.s in reference to
geographical N is significant (C): The sample mean vector is 146º - 0.487** (n =
24). The orientation of the exp.s in reference to magnetic N (D) is not significant:
The sample mean vector is 159º - 0,198 (n = 24).

Fig.11: The cross experiment, night on 13 September 2007. The exp.s tested in the
normal magnetic field showed standard orientation, although the pattern is slightly
bimodal (A: 203º/23º - 0.768*, n = 7). Concerning the controls tested in the deflected
magnetic fields there seems to be no or only slight spurious directional influence of
the frames (B: 244º/64º - 0.510, n = 6). The orientation of the controls in reference to
geographical N is shown in C: 218º/38º - 0.493, n = 6, and in reference to the
magnetic compass in D: 140º - 0.814*, n = 6.

Fig.12: Night experiments without previous exposure for the sunset sky under a clear
starry sky (-“overcast”) with Africa-migrants (mostly Pied Flycatcher) on 8
September 2008.
The orientation of the controls (upper figure) was 160 - 0.662* (n = 8).
The orientation of the exp.s (lower figures) were 180 - 0.893** (n = 8) in reference
to gN (left) or 92/272 - 0.633* (n = 8) in reference to mN (right).

Fig.13: Night experiments as on Fig.22 on 9 September 2008 with Africa-migrants
(the two samples on 8 and 9 September were not pooled because of the obvious
heterogeneity between the samples).
The orientation of the controls (upper figure) was 303 - 0.738* (n = 7).
The orientation of the exp.s (lower figures) was 292 - 0.534 (n = 7) in reference to
gN (left), or 120 - 0.357 (n = 7) in reference to mN (right).

Fig.14: Early night experiment on 29 August 2008 (Garden Warbler). The birds were
tested in +”overcast” after previous exposure in the baskets under the sunset sky.
The controls (upper figure) was oriented 317 - 0.772* (n = 6).
The exp.s (lower figures) were oriented 307 - 0.739* (n = 6) in reference to gN
(left) or 17/197 - 0.331 (n = 6) in reference to mN (right).

Fig.15: Sunset-orientation of all controls, 2006 tested in the natural/normal magnetic
field. Daily mean sample directions (or bimodal peaks after doubling the angles) are
depicted. The grand mean vector is 291º - 0.660* (n = 7), or after doubling the angles
278º/98º - 0.773** (n = 8). The sample mean vectors on the eight sunsets (sample
size, and cloudiness in parentheses) are: 276º - 0.419 (5, 8/8), 81º - 0.561 (7, 7/8),
275º - 0.661 (8, 0/8), 339º/(159º) – 0.441 (8, 0/8), 267º - 0.817** (7, 1/8), 96º/276º 0.413 (7, 0/8), 285º - 0.872** (6, 0/8), 280º - 0.939** (5, 8/8).

Fig.16: Sunset-orientation of all exp.s, 2006 with (left column) and without (right
column) windows, and in mN deflected gW (upper row) or gE (lower).

Fig.17: The sunset/early night orientation on 21 and 22 September 2007, clear sky
and with compensatory tree-frames (Fig.2). Standard experiments. Collars (Fig.3)
also applied in half of the bird.
A shows the orientation of the controls. Non-collar birds: 249º/69º - 0.371 (n = 6),
and collar birds: 233º - 0.387 (n = 8). The combined sample ends up as 241º - 0.298
(n = 14), or 242º/62º - 0.333 (n = 14).
B shows the orientation of the exp.s in reference to paper N. The sample mean
vectors are: 74º/254º - 0.543 (n = 8) for the non-collar birds, and 82º - 0.374 (n = 8)
for the collar birds. The combined sample ends up as 98º - 0.421 (n = 15), or 59º/239º
- 0.336 (n = 16).
C shows the orientation of the exp.s in reference to geographical N. Non-collar
birds: 275º - 0.464 (n = 7), and collar birds: 288º - 0.578 (n = 8).

D shows the orientation of the exp.s in reference to magnetic N. Non-collar birds:
180º/0º - 0.363 (n = 8), and collar birds: 40º/220º - 0.293 (n = 8).
E denotes the orientation of the exp.s in reference to geographical N if
distinguishing between birds where magnetic N was deflected towards W or E,
respectively. The sample mean vector of the W-birds is 292º - 0.573 (n = 7), and of
the E-birds 274º - 0.489 (n = 8). C and E are the same birds in reference to gN, but in
E the birds are shown according to mN = gW or mN = gE. In E collar and non-collar
birds are found in both upper and lower figure.

Fig.18: Sunset/early night orientation of four samples of Africa-migrants 24, 25, 30,
and 31 August 2008.
The birds were placed in the funnels without previous exposure in the baskets for
the sunset sky and tested under a clear sky (Table 1) without covering of opaque
plastic sheets (i.e. under the condition -“overcast”).
The left figure shows the orientation of the controls (tested in the undisturbed
magnetic field of the Earth). The sample mean vector is 282 - 0.398* (n = 26).
The two next figures show the orientation of the exp.s tested in a deflected magnetic
field (mN = gE (white dots) or gW (black dots)). The figure in the middle depicts the
orientation in reference to gN (27 - 0.217, n = 30), and the figure to the right in
reference to mN: 58 - 0.074, n = 30. In fact, the description is a little better if
doubling the angles: 147/327 - 0.143, n = 32. Concerning the reference gN: There
is no significant difference between W-exp.s (13 - 0.282, n = 14) and E-exp.s (46 0.178, n = 16). Concerning mN: The two mean directions are about the opposite, but
both concentrations are very low. W-exp.s: 103 - 0.282, and E-exps. 316 - 0.178.
gN and mN mean geographical N and magnetic N, respectively.
In this and most of the following figures all mean directions based on at least small
activities are denoted as a large dotted dot (controls), or a large white dot (E-exp.s),
or a large black dot (W-exp.s). For directions based on very small activities small
dots were used. The crosses signal a bimodal activity pattern where the two peaks are
about the same size.

Fig.19: Sunset/early night orientation (Robin) 11 and 12 September 2008. The birds
were tested in –“overcast” without previous exposure in the baskets to the
sunset/early night sky.
The left figure shows the orientation of the controls (334 - 0.576*, n = 13).
The next figures show the orientation of the exp.s on 12 September in reference to
gN (44 - 0.533, n = 5), and in reference to mN (181 - 0.439, n = 5).

Fig.20: Sunset/early night orientation in +”overcast” (upper row) and –“overcast”
(lower row) without previous exposure to the sunset sky, 14, 16, 17, and 18
September 2008 (clear sunset sky). The birds on 14 and 17 was Africa-migrants, the
rest were Robins.
The sample mean vector of the controls (left column) in +”overcast” is 272 0.440 (n = 14), and in –“overcast” 281 - 0.785*** (n = 18).
The orientation of the exp.s (central column) in reference to gN in +”overcast”
(upper figure) is 277/97 - 0.444 (n = 13), and in –“overcast” (lower figure) 222 0.301 (n = 14). In reference to mN (right column) the sample orientation in
+”overcast” (upper figure) is 7/187 - 0.444 (n = 13), and in –“overcast” (lower
figure) 119 - 0.364 (n = 14).

Fig.21: Same as Fig.20 but now 15, 19, and 20 September 2008 (overcast sunset sky).
All the birds were Robins.
The orientation of the controls (left column) in reference to gN in +”overcast”
(upper figure) is 173/353 - 0.510 (n = 14), and in – “overcast” (lower figure) 131
- 0.251 (n = 16).
The orientation of the exp.s (central column) in reference to gN in +”overcast”
(upper figure) is 204 - 0.480 (n = 12), and in –“overcast” (lower figure) 181 0.449 (n = 11). In reference to mN (right column) the sample orientation in
+”overcast” (upper figure) is 66 - 0.360 (n = 12), and in –“overcast” (lower figure)
231/51 - 0.353 (n = 12).

Fig.22: Experiments on 28 September 2008. The birds (Robins) were caged for two
days without possibilities for coupling/calibrations between the compasses. There
was no previous exposure for the sunset sky.
The controls (left figure) were tested during the starry night under condition of –
“overcast”. The sample mean vector was 214 - 0.725* (n = 7).
The exp.s (next figures) were tested sunset/early night under condition of
+”overcast”. The orientation in reference to gN was 244 - 0.413 (n = 7), and in
reference to mN 234 - 0.563 (n = 7).

Fig.23: Sunset/early night experiments 23 September 2008 with Robins trapped two
days before and caged under conditions with no possibility for coupling/calibration
between the compasses. There was no previous exposure to the sunset sky and the
test condition was +”overcast”.
The orientation of the controls (left figure) was 207 - 0.510 (n = 6), or after
doubling the angles 212/32 - 0.544 (n = 7).
The orientation of the exp.s in reference to gN (middle figure) was 220 - 0.834**
(n = 7), whereas the orientation in reference to mN (right figure) was bimodal
125/305 - 0.476 (n = 8).

Fig.24: Sunset/early night orientation (Pied Flycatcher) 7 September 2008. Crossexperiment, i.e.: The exp.s are first exposed for the deflected mN during sunset in
the baskets and then tested in the funnels during sunset/early night in the undisturbed
magnetic field of the Earth. The controls are treated the other way around.
The left column shows the exp.s tested in –“overcast” (upper figure), and in
+”overcast” (lower figure). The black dots refer to W-exp.s (39/219 - 0.576, n = 4)
and the white dots to E-exp.s (192 - 0.505, n = 3).
The right column shows the controls tested in +”overcast” in the deflected magnetic
fields. The orientation in reference to gN is 241 - 0.740* (n = 6), whereas the
orientation in reference to mN is 305/125 - 0.314 (n = 6). Black dots refer to
controls tested in mN = gW, and white dots to mN = gE.

Fig.25: Sunset/early night orientation of four sample of Africa-migrants 1, 2, 4, and 6
September 2008.
The birds were placed in the funnels after previous exposure in the baskets under the
sunset sky and tested under covering of opaque plastic sheets (+”overcast”). The
controls were exposed and tested in the undisturbed magnetic field of the Earth,
whereas the exp.s were exposed and tested within coil-fields were mN was deflected
towards gW (W-exp.s) or gE (E-exp.s), respectively.
The left figure shows the orientation of the controls (262 - 0.285, n = 27).
The two next figures show the orientation of the exp.s. In reference to gN the
sample mean vector is 210 - 0.277 (n = 25). However, the distribution is better
described following doubling the angles: 200/20 - 0.305 (n = 26). In reference to
mN the distribution is best described as 110/290 - 0.305 (n = 26).
There seems to be some difference (in reference to gN) between W-exp.s (36/216
- 0.469*, n = 14) and E-exp.s (195 - 0.540*, n = 12). In reference to mN the
concentrations are the same and the directions 126/306 and 105, respectively.

Fig.26: Sunset/early night experiments 27 September 2008 (Robins). The birds were
tested in the funnels under condition of +”overcast” in the undisturbed magnetic
field of the Earth following previous exposure in the deflected magnetic fields under
the sunset sky in baskets (left figure) or cans (right figure).
The orientation of the basket-birds is bimodal 57/237 - 0.515 (n = 6), and of the
can-birds 242/62 - 0.752* (n = 7).

